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clean sweep!
The

HSU

softball

team

took

a major

step

toward securing a regional playoff bid by
sweeping a pair of doubleheaders from UC

Davis

and

Cal

State

Hayward.

The 40-8 ‘Jacks, who
nation, beat Davis
;

nation)

11-1

ponaes

balanced

and

are ranked 11th in the
(ranked
third in the

2-0.

offensive

The

attack

‘Jacks
in the

used

first

a

game

to beat the Aggies’ All-American pitcher
Gena Weber.
in game
two,
HSU
took
advantage

of several

gown

victory.

the

Davis

miscues

to

nail

Against Hayward, HSU used stellar pitching
and
a strong defense to dismiss the Pioneers

6-1

and

3-1.

With six games to go, HSU is in first place in
the Northern California Athletic Conference — two
games ahead of both Davis and Sonoma State.

Clockwise
tags

out

left, catcher

from

base

Davis

runner

Amy

Caropreso
Hunter.

Heather

i
coy

age

mee.
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(Rels28:
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a
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Kathryn Hutchings, below right, hugs catcher
Laura Hansen after scoring off a Davis error
in game two.
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° 10% off
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Seniors get 0 bargain at HSU
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Earth Day energies wind up

Homeless cooperative plan by businessew@e .......accccxsesenseeoneee 12

Community Clips
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HSU on shaky territory

THE ONE STOP
SOURCE
—
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!
e VISA
¢ MASTERCARD
¢ DISCOVER

14

17

V7

Retrofitting in a hurry

7

Confessions of a lab rat

8

Skankin’ Pickle makes its way bock to Arcate
Eat the Hype
.

a
22

SporTS

I

ne

Former softball teammates reunited
HSU to host crew regatta

EDITORIAL/OPINION .........c.cessese

ee

27

27
x”

iacasais OF

“Liquid Lunch’ dries out

31

Indications of campus community on sodety

3

In the April 10 issue, the article titled “Prop. 203 to give HSU big
bucks,” innaccurately reported that the
Behavioral
and
:
Social Sciences Building would be a tribute to the Yurok tribe.
The building itself will be built on Wiyot tribal land and is not
intended to be a tribute to any particular Native American tribe.
The Lumberjack regrets this error and any confusion it may have
caused.

“Express Yourself
Adorn Yoursegif
' Enjoy Yourself
fit tigart Bead you can do it

| Tlobe...and have our free help

em

with design & assembly!

3
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Undercover operation sparks debate
Webb answers ethical questions about
Werkman
0

vor with the vice president’s deci-

tintin

sion.

in the school’s dorms.

Webb gave several reasons that
led to his decision:
A covert

police

which
led to the arrests
of six studete

warning to others involved with

Se

First, there were the oral com-

he received
from students.

you do this, you'll get kicked
sia ct clear ed oad morte
school,”
he said..

pus controversy.
Some think the use of under-

Second, he said the
drugsinthedorms
was

cover
but

be nreing

is a violation of trust,
“Buzs” Webb, vice

president for student affairs, said
it was the last available option to a growing problem

of the use and sale of nar

Third, itwas making itharder to

secret.

in Sunset Hall. He made

.

decision to do so,

A
tad. tl
cedures for certain activi-

The socio-political parameters
of the | communit have been

ofundercoveroficersinthe

there
is still the

vice president
for student offairs

Torres
said, “That's ma-

cover officer in a campus dorm.

ee.

As a guest columnist in last
week’s edition of The Lumberjack, Torres expressed his disfa-

sapegayee

oO

aay anagenee for oe

Last, h wanted to give a strong

Seniors stay

rights of students but he will not

be an advocete for metjanmn,

= dorms.

nipulation
of my psyche.”
When questioned
if undercover
officers were still present,
Webb hedged
a little.
4 He admitted
he wanted to leave

jo

arrested. He stated he’s for the

possibility

was approved by
Alistair McCrone.
For Mauricio Torres, a politi- _ recruit students to the university.
cal science senior, thereis no valid i
ee
ee
reason for the use of an under_
are
-

“Thisisnotthe kind oflearning
environment we're responsible

i
He
also
docan'
like
the
lingering impression that

EDWARD “BUZZ” WEBB

it

become ac-

for,” he said in referenceto
those

environment of other students.”

clear that he alone made the

this semester,it

, established procedure
and that it was done in

ice it creates dinates,”

cotics in campus dorms.

use ofanundercover

topass

of the academic community be
solved openly by those ofthe comro not in secret by a select

“Students
don't have the right to

Webb
explained
hia
res.
foopardize
the
learning
sons
oe i

ment of other students,”
he said.

dentsallow what

He suggested
that the problems

ee

of academic community.
to _ Heisconcerned
that there wasn’t
a

Torres is worried that if the stu-

school’s

Se

wae

rity weakened.

seodent don’t have the right
to jeopardize the
environ-

cepted policy next semester.
Webb is concerned that the
reputation
of the university as an
academic institution is in danger.

trust and respect

ser sre

breached, he said, and its integ-

ea

Torres doesn't dispute the fact
that a problem existed but he disliked the administration’s solution.

| Torres said the use of an under-

All refused to file formal com-

narcotics, has sparked
a cam- _ plaints.

stration’s actions

eae

es

possibility
but that actually no
are present.
Hewamed thathe wouldn’thesi-

active while learning at HSU
Being over 60 doesn’t slow these students down

byChtatnaBegey

thinking ‘What does she want her
master’s for? She’s to old to teach.”
Mountaingrove said she has
never hadany problems
with other
students.

with senior discount

days and special
cruise rates, education at HSU has become one of

poeaffordable perks of growing
"There

$3 a semester.

chair and that’s not something |
want
to do.”
Other students have accepted
him, Delson said.

“I try to enter into discussions
and sometimes
I forget I’m 70. I try
to relate to others as a peer, and I
expect them to think ofme as nothbut another student,”
he said.
said he also has a lot of
contact with older students. He

“There were never any barriers.
At first, I felt a little scared, but if

you have the skills there isn’t a
Pow Mountings she said.

Progentarbnn

over
the years as more

Now M
darkroom for

le have learned akabout the

runs the
People art

collective in Sucka in return for
darkroom
use. She has had several

lives with another senior student
and wrote a couple of plays based

on and
by other students
in the Over 60

art shows on campusand in collec-

tive

and will be

her work at the Arcata City Hall in
May.

quickly for Deleon, though he said
initially he was worried about being able to focus and concentrate.
He said there are some benefits to
Testes

Motienaiot nearer,

aia

urry Delson, is

a, play he wrote entitled
“Curly,”
May 3 performance
on campus. Delson
is in his third
yor Senne Caer ane said he

a pers ge

wy coma ae 9
“Acmy age I don’t think
I will be

that I would have

hired,” he said. “Eepecially when
younger students with more advanced degrees are having a hard

Thalsen aids lenslhoen« clade
writer his entire life, but “Curley”

in one of his fiat experiences
with
a
exciting.
there is a

people

back to school very
me younger
alertness
to what

life is about here,” he said. “A lotof

my age sit back ina

rocking

_4
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Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
“We cater to cowards!”

@ Chris Bauerle
remains hopeful
despite his
daughter's bout
with cancer and
chemotherapy
treatments.
—nelUcereee ll elhlUCUCUrKhlC hr llUrrOlUlUC(C Kl

OF

1225 B ST. 822-5105

Optimism helps student face ordeal

Every morning when Chris
Bauerle wakes up, he thanks God
that his daughter is still alive.
“To
on it cripples me,
but to not puts me in denial,” he
said. “Where do I stand?”
“Sometimes
I look into hereyes

and see nothing but strength and _

think that she is the one that is

suffering,
not us,” said Bauerle, a
y senior. “Ifit wasn’t
for my family, friends
and what
Ive learned in the short time I’ve
been
at HSU, I don’t know

1021 [TT ° ARCATA ° 826-7604

James Foye, D.M.D.

if I

could have made it.”
.
Bauerleand
his ex-wife, Debbie
Bauerle, rushed their
Keirstin, 4, to the hospital

begun

mediately

is decreasing,”
he said. “The doc-

stressful on the relationships with

tors put Keirstin on a three-yearlong chemotherapy program,
which she is about five months

his son Thomas Jordan and girl-

iving

Day.
She was im-

flown to Lucile Salter

Packard Children’sHospital, at

Stanford University in Palo Alto.
“Over a period of 24 hours,
’ . Keirstin’s
lymph glands expanded
to the point of constricting
against
‘and cutting off her airway,” ‘he
said. “When I got to the medical

welcome!
Member
of the ADA, CDA and

chemotherapy treatments

center, the doctors
told me that
she wouldn’t
make it and I felt as

into. They also gave her a 75 per‘ppd
i “le very difficult for me to get
bejendiherealiny of death und the
idea of having to face it again has
Serie
tari

Doctors ran tests on Keirstin

“This whole situation has given

if my life was coming to an end.”

Students

PHOTO

on my

and me,” he said.

foraweekand di
—
T-Cell Blast L
cer that affects the white blood

me a new perspective to my life
and
;
did Bauerle’s ex-wife

ehscaudlcg
“
ing to doctors, the can-

search of housing and employ-

cer has remitted,
which means it

COURTESY

OF CHRIS BAUERLE

HSU philosophy senior Chris Bauerle enjoys a happy moment with
Keirsten
and son
Jordan Thomas. Keirsten was diagnosed with cancer last Thanksgiving. Since then she has

have to relocate to the Bay Area in
ment, but the situation
has been

in Palo Alto, Calif.

friend Judy Tompkins.

“At times my son has been my
savior,” he said. “He’s beenagreat
friend through it all.”
“I am also lucky that I have been
able to talk about my problems
with my
and ex-

Bauerle said. “Talking has been
very therapeutic for me and the
power of philosophy and words
have greatly helped me to control
my emotions in such trying times.
“There is no possible
way to

who has
thank everyone

me through this,” he perigee

that caring about people and life in

the Academy of General Dentistry

442-1763

618 Harris Street, Eureka

partments

1&2 Bedroom Apts.
$445to $595 per mo.
3.Bedroom Shared Units

$250 to $270 pe

general
can help me survive on a
Bauerle says the caring atmospherehehas encountered at HSU
from teachers and students has
helped him and his family survive
through the trauma caused by
Keirstin’s condition.
“To me, words are the key to
the soul,” Bauerle said. “The
power of words has helped me to

talk about my problems
with other

people and gain new perspectives
on my aie It’s all the little
things people do that ill he voids

—

For that I am truly grate-
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Photographer _

to be about a house on Granite
. Avenue associated
with members

returns with a
different hat

ofa campus club sports team. The
APD was notified.
¢ A tire and steering wheel were

from vehicle the
. Gast Commons oon Stray.
between
a male
and
studentin Founders
pgheea ie feeb heme ge.

somhalls asking
tne tainto takecfpictures oes
of female students
three weeks ago, was
scen in the Sunset Hall lounge on

Saturday.

eecrcal
out
mee
camera and

pesmi! eames
se
this time.
+ Aconcerned
citizen reported .
seeing two men peering into ve+

Ne

nce

the woman,

found

Se

oe

bike room on

e About 12:30 a.m. Friday an

officer contacted a woman who

Boulevard fouthrdge, minusminneher

ing, The fice determined

. The men were con-

one fom

Oe io-yearctdl
wooded area

wa

ving

lost in the

Park Tuesday afternoon
was lo-

@
ednesday morning a
noise
was received
about lighting workers having
been too noisy the last two mornings in the area of Union Street.

They were advised of the com-

were escorting
her home.
¢ A fire alarm pull box in Red-

wood Hall was pulled early Frimorning.
e A zippered
case with 57 cassette tapes marked “Sapelo”
and
“Favorite Stories” were stolen

night.

be ny ng poi
be

Saturday. The tapes, valued at
ins mechan
inna

his ex.

the face
i
The man
also kicked an 18-inch-diameter
hole in a Founders
Hall wall. The
matter is being handled by the
Housing

e About 2 a.m. Monday a sound

similar toa

was heard near

Redwood
Bowl. At 9 a.m., ropes
were found tied to a stadium light
pole. One light was tied to the

ropes and another lay smashed on
the ground.
e Late report: a dog found on
campus two years ago was taken to
the Humane Society after its
owner couldn’t
be located. A folcheck on old reports
reveals the animal was never claimed,
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MIDDLE AMERICA

Produced by HSU
Journalism Students

One

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you're stuck with a student loan that’s not
in default, the Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, we'll reduce
your debt—up

to $55,000. Payment
is either 4 of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever
is greater.
penaeSpas

You'll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
| to last you the rest of your life.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
ORR

Rehen

ve

me ra

’

DU

:
‘

7:00 p.m.

ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM

-

Matas

week's schedule

Fri 19
= LONG BEACH Ain
A SHOW

every hour starting

'
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Highlights from this

Thurs 18 —_—_ 10:00 p.m.
® BELLY DANCING

_ Tuesdays

but was adopted.

Compiled by Andrew I. Jones
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Program reaches out to seniors
ition — and need classes to meet
requirements — to register first.

A
seniors interested in the Over 60

in

, a Cae

m easy
seem painfully
gra
Promay

HIV/AIDS Testing

Confidential

:

The one-page application for

__* A Trusted Place for Your

Jpen

traditional students but counsel-

financial burden of higher education for traditionally-aged students,
seniors are able to take as many

classes as they want for $3 a semester.

With all these advantages, it’s

not surprising
that 89 community
residents
have enrolled through the
program
for this semester.

“There are participants
who |

see every semester who have been
in the program for years,” said
Rebecca
Kalal, assistant director

of admissions
and director of the

ART
ARTISTS

program.
Participants
use the late registration process and register last,
allowing students who pay full tu-

SUPPLY

BLATERIALS

«©

CUSTOM

FRAMING

Oxf up taking
grees, and pecple
from weight lifting to

discounts received with the card.
The program was started in the
1970s through a chancellor’s office directive that established the
program throughout the CSU sys-

is a high school graduate and Cali-

zs

their de-

for $5, but this one-time fee covers

In fact, the program is open to

ae

the program

fornia resident. Unlike the heavy

are not

tsce.
for acceptan
men

Monday-Friday:

“There are very few students in

“Mostcome
tobe flexible,” Kalal said. “If their number
one class or number two class is

partici

matriculating to graduate anddo
not have to meet the same require-

2316 Harrison Ave.
Eureka, Calif. 95501

classes people take,” Rumble said.

who is over 60 years of age,

of ythe
man

Questic

the Student Health Center are
open for use by the seniors. Be-

“I’m always amazed at what

cause 70 percent of the Student
Health Center’s funds come from
student fees — which the seniors
do not pay — there is a specific
clause in the program rules that
bans them from utilizing the health
center except in an emergency.
New students are also required

degrees, but
to students pursuing

° Drop-in Teen Clinic Tues. and Thurs. 3-5:30

All facilities with the exception of

garden,”
she said..

to purchase an identification card

library use and other benefits and

ev

varia

Sheand Kalal said that although

itis

i

bg

togetinto

oh

Classes they want,

closed, they will just go on to the

Volunteer Program. Virginia

ing is available for them and for all
the students in the
;
“Students
who pay full fees obviously have a hi
priority for
ing,”
she said.
Se

Rumble, RSVP volunteer coordi-

program

tem. Since its inception, the pro-

gram has grown steadily, Kalal
said.

The program is coordinated by

Kalal and the Retired and Senior

n
nator, has beena participantithe
since she retired in 1985.
“I wouldn’t miss a semester.
Usually I take at least one class in

problems with the

Open...

7:00

a.m.

Fri.

&

See 60+, page 7

Everyday

Sat.

'til 9:00

p.m

* Catering & Take Out

#* Vegan & Vegetarian
Meals
Northtown

Between G 6) H

768 18th St. ¢ Arcata ¢ 826-7543
oo

Poni

ees

ror,
577-3611

ee

&

se

are

Many of the students
in the pro-

the fall and save the spring for the

Now

or
questions

welcome
to come to her directly.

¥#* Organic Espresso & Local Foods
%* Fresh Juices & Smoothies

ao

mam

Wednesday,
April 17,1906‘.

mailingli
out and return their
Kalal in admissions.

Lovers' Boutique
i

of school, the students meet,

Featuring carefully

selected products that
appeal to your interests.

Seniors
° Continued
from page 3
damn parking!

another kind oflife,”
he said. He said and enjoyable,

he has donea lot of adjusting
in his
first semester here. .

he

said.

Van Fleet said he doesn’t inter-

“Now I get to the parking lot at act with many ofthe other students
10:00
for my 11:00 class and stake in the program.
“I used to go to luncheons
at the
neat all: “Ihave been a
marathon
runner and the campus center and it was depressing. I
didn’t like meeting old people. I
is still challenging physically.”
Secriosion em peomenner Oe
He enrolled in art,

Lingerie, Erotic Toys,
Books, Videos, & Games
Woman owned, relationship
focused
& always discreet. Our
commitment
is to intimacy education,
& safe, healthful pleasure,

happy,m he said.
Van. Fleet said he has been
benefitis
the
pleased
with the courses and would
sesionlihes aaaanitieainees
next semester.
— it keeps me wide awake. It’s fun like to continue

822-2866 Mon.¢ Sat. 10- 7 ¢ Sun. 12-5

.
es
ey
ur
yo
e
ev
li
be
t
t
r
o
w
u
o
Y
-

You wontt believe your ears.

(That's just the price. Wait until you experience the multimedia.)

For more information visit us ors the Internet at beip://bed info.apple.com/

"To k

When you buy a Macintosh’ computer, you're buying some of the most
advanced multimedia capabilities you can get in a computer. With built-in
"stero
sound, video graphics and animation, Macintosh is an easy way to
bring your work to life. And there’ no better time to start creating that work
than right now Because were offering special campus savings on selected
Macintosh computers and Apple” printers. With the sight, sound and
motion of a Mac; it won't just be your eyes and ears that are blown sway.
Your professors will be blown away too. So visit us today, and

into the power of Macintosh. The power to be your best

8
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Former student leads fight for homeless
Thursspeechnal
In an emotio

day, HSU alumnus Ruben Botello

addressed students on a topic in
which he knows all too well —
homelessness.
Botello said he knows of more

than 100 college educated people
in Humboldt County who have
no roof to live under and he is one
of them.
’s in
e
a bachelor
having it
Desp
itical science from HSU and
is doctorate in law from
the Southern California In-

homelessness.”
acBotello said being a political
the
tivist has harmed him over
years, possibly leading to his
homelessness.

The

Botello said. “But one day of hunger is nothing compared to wha

self-pro-

claimed “trouble maker” said he
has been blacklisted from many
potential jobs.

e”
artoo,
ss
zens
“The homeleciti

he said. “They should have the
same rights as anyone. In Eureka,

for instance, you have no right to

even sit down on a public sidewalk.”

Botello was invited to speak on

Thomson
said due to a lack of

publicity
there was only a handful
of students who fasted but he
talked to some people
who

felt bad about eating.

“Going to school and getting
in Loshas Angeof Law path
ute
stit
les,
Botello’s
been
a bumpy one.

“Going to school and

garisnogu
a degreein
gett

degree is no guarantee you won't
end up in the streets.”
RUBEN BOTELLO

antee you won't end up in
the streets,”
he said. “The
problem ofhomelessness is

April 7 in Alabama and will culminate May 28 in Washington D.C.
after protesters from every state
take part in a 24-hour fast.
—
ifornia’s day to fast was April

eh

ey

LRTAINAL
Sey ayyes
Ww ya

es

|

eral legislature to establish an
agency to wage war against

and the fact that there are
out there
who are
* he said. “Too

often we take it for granted
there is food to eat.”
Botello, who
from HSU in ets
ane
moved by the support students
showed
for him.

director, american homeless society

the Quad Thursday by HSU’s
Homelessness Network. The
proevent was part ofanationwide
ion s
test to bring attent
to homeles
issues. The 52-day event began

1975 HGU graduate Ruben Botello epeake about the plight of
the homeless lest Thursday on the quad.

“It’s good to see there’s
people out there who were

1.

“I’m hungry. I’m hungry,”

“There's nothing more mean-

ingful to a homeless
person than
to talk to someone face to face,”
Botello said. “Anyone who takes

the time to talk to someone less

homes
umans, Sania
wi
j

—I

thank you. Thatisavery
real thing
to do for them.”

A.S. Candidates

Elections to be held

through Wednesday

univer

17, 1996

g

Monday
Student affairs vice

affairs vice president vice president

president

—

Rn

Charlies Douglas
Political science

Freida Ravasco

Interdisciplinary studies

“I am seeking the office of Associated Students president be-

cause I am determined
to make

I think I must be completely
insane to run for Associated
Stu-

can be.

dents again, but yes, I am ready to
commit another year of my life to

the HSU experience
the best it

“I want to see the A.S. continue to take a nurturing rolein

building student fellowship,
community

A.S.

source,

Obvi

, l enjoy
my work

and find it
i
Tactually
had contemplated not

Joshua
S. Mehler
Interdisciniplary studies
“If
you are reading this, you're
more than likely
wonderig what

kind of cheese-ball
I must be.

“So, here I am, running for leg-

islative vice president.

The job

returning
to A.S. — I was dream-

description
is basically as follows:
“Makesure
A.S. runs smoothly.

to study and relax (Does free time

I really hope I'll be able todo more
than that. I have a lot of my own

really exist?)
But I realized that I have in-

vested a lot of myself into this
organization
and I can’t just bail
on my commitment to the stu-

Ben Winker
Interdisciplinary studies

“I would be a great choice for
the position of Vice Presidentof
Student Affairs, because I am in-

volved with the student body and

the community.
“I have been a part of this cam-

pus for a long time and have the
of students
and faculty. I
am in love with HSU, Arcata and

the Humboldt experience and |
wish to give this place some of what

it has given me.
from some of you random students “T love getting the chance to talk
out there who care, but are afraid
with students and community
ideas, but I would love to hear

of seeming cheesy.

members.”

dent body.

After two years with A.S., I feel

sure of their ultimate

or

desk

tion must be allowed
wide range
Pe

gator oso

G.E.
requirements need to
revised and better course sched-

uling should be i

to |

reer goals to finish their educa-

reality check is in order for our
educational system. _
“We need a reality check on

tion in a reasonable
time frame.

For those who so desire, a fourpane

completed
in four years.

that I have learned a lot about
how to make things happen and
how to communicate with students, staff, faculty and administrators.

I believe that I will provide continuity for next year’s council by
bringing
in my experience from

the past two ill
.
Iam running
positiono
Administrative V.P. because I

have served on the Board of Finance (which is the body that
deals with A.S. monies)
for the

past
two years.

WY

WAN

Wednésdey Night
Guinness Night 7-lipm
$7.00 pitchers
Thursday Night

Margerite Ni t7-lipa
dose Cuerve Gold Mergeritas $2.56
Seterdey Night

Happy Nour 9-tipm
tn Historic Jocolyy’s Storehouse
On the Fiage : Aroste - 826-0860

4428590
WED- MON 11-7
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Candidates
Candidate
for arts and
humanities representative

Candidates for representative of the

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
“] was a transfer student from a

had
I d
and assume

juni

only two yearsto go fora bachelor’s
degree. Bachelor's of what? That

question sent my two-yeargoal into

a

Paige Brendenkamp
English

t

“My time here has been

well. These past three years

have

allowed me to see myself as a dedi-

“I am running for Associated

Jessica Shadian

Political science

Iam currently involved or have
been involved in the following programs : Student Government (at
other schools), Model United
Nations, California Lobbying,
SAFE (Students Actingin Education), and the at-risk youth

mentorshi

Students representative for the
college of arts and humanities
be-

;

As Behavioral and Social Sci-

ence students, there are particular

cause I want to get involved and

head rush; I do it well. In fact what

see how things are run at HSU.

you're reading was printed about

“I see some
that need to
bemadeand
I know there aremany

20 minutes before the 5 p.m. deadline. What a rush.

more. Asa student, I want to be an

With one year to go, I could not

active member and feel like a part

help but wonder how I could be

of the university and educational

more of a student.

arehof
issues on this campus whic
extreme significance to us. As an
HSU student, I have seen these

issues come to light, particularly

within our college. They need to
be addressed. That’s why I have
decided to run.

variety of viewpoints and
knowledge on the same subject.

Thereneeds
to beagreater
diversity of gender and
ethnicity on the Associated
Student Council.

Candidates for representative of Natural resources and sciences
“Year

students to become active in their

©

the 11 to 13 percent voter tumn-

weleinrese nent ner

ott to wonder if anyone

tion

. ———

a ment. on
student govern
Toke

with

Re

thei

esa

small
dent
fees
tion.

;

tatives.

flicted.’

all of you. ss
thatsstem
ue
and policy

this say-ng
to liveis mywhy lifeI amby runni
“I try this

“I

ing and

for a representative position. Too |
many people seem to be content in

just being and not doing. I am
etn

tal

students at HSU have someone to

voice their concerns.”

Guaranteed
Lowest

Prices

" Graffix .

& other name brands

matenbviiebiiteien

a

ee

aci nh

individual. I will encourage all

> oo
ne
|
2 he ue
between
rs
t.
studen
( or ee
studen
VvoIce, believe

class sizes, a beneficial stufaculty ratio, relatively low
and a high quality of educaI hold a sincere interest in

maintaining these qualities, as do

sand fam

out rates on

os

“We would all like to maintain

“Tao Tzu once said ‘Afflict the
comfortable and comfort the af-

ae yout Mili cen

nment
¢
could ome Heal gover

workingway,

Chris yPanos Noutsios

direct

_ Biolog

in bea more
more

they would

from the Arcata City Council refor a
student — “One of the key elements
The ly.
late to us direct

gemeonn s bape person at Be

apt to actually show up to an
Associated Students meeting

ulnt Spee uaa
stude
healthy and successf

fluence local policy decisions.

ceindidlanihsin benmeen theine-it

would put a great deal oflagsmy

make our collective voiceheard.”

nd
| ernmentathe

students

which

pm.

bree

fy

Don’t throw it away

County residents to hike, raise money for state parks
the groups on the hikes. Organizers expect

Rebhndiseh tilde

‘with

sia wai

Serantion wil Rick af Reith: Dey weekend

a two-and-a
and a seven-mi
-halelf
hike

a turnout of about 100 hikers, providing

sunny skies and no rain.

Money raised by the hike will be

people,” eid hoping for a turnout of 50

used for trail volunteers, who will

people,” said Peter Keller, management
as-

sistant for Redwood National and State
pes, in a telephone interview from San
Francisco.
“Weather
is a double-edged sword,” said

“This the first time we're doing this,” said

Pam Zeutenhorst, interpretive coordinator
in Prairie Creek and a beach clean up at for the Northcoast Redwood Interpretive
have
Crescent Beach on Saturday.
Association, in a
interview from
combined
three parks — Prairie Creek RedThe activities are designedto promote fly eile aura: Hope- woods State Park, Del Norte Coast RedEarth
and the nationwide
March for
it will encourage
peopleto come woods State Parks and Jeremiah Smith State
Parks and National
Park Week.
up and enjoy our trails. We have a lot of Park, east of Crescent
City.
The Prairie Creek hike will raise money beautifil trails dhrough old-growth red“We learned to work together and manfor the Redwood National and State parks. woods.”
a=
esl dag sina em cel
Hikers will ask businesses and individuals
The NRIA works with state parks to im- Zeutenhorst
ope
ft amount or hepatic
siete srecne ss interpretation re- . The Crvocont Ciey beach cleanup is the
tion in the hike.
first sponsored by the national vat and

Keller, a Crescent City resident. “When it’s

raining, no one comes out. When it’s sunny,
you have to compete with everyone and

other activities.”

Participants need not fill out entry forms,

but do need to bring a pair of gloves and an

old pair ofshoes as there isa stream crossing

See Parks, page 15

Residents to march for salmon
habitat, road improvements
ee

Arcata resident Doug Smith, an activist
for the Fossil Fuels Policy Action Institute,

ee

In the spirit of Earth Day, Humboldt

County residents will “Walk for the Earth”
on Sunday to raise money for at least two
environmental restoration projects.
Proceeds
from the march along the Elk
River will benefit the restoration ofan eroding road known as Death Road and im-

Eco-fair
to celebrate

Earth ate

of salmon
ing habitats.
The march will cover the length of the
road from the riding park at the base of the
river to the logging
gate at the end of the
road. Steahianshinetn option cheating
either a four-and-a-half-mile
or a seven-mile
route. Walkers and runners are both welcome.

Before the 10 a.m. march, there will be a

rally at 9 a.m. featuring speakers and musicians. Some of the speakers will be people
working in fisheries management, road restoration and salmon habitat improvement.
Sponsors for the event include the Mateel
Community Center, Wildflower Café and

said the road near Elk River is a poorly-

constructed road and in need of major repairs. In its condition, the road threatens to
slide into the the river. If this happens, the
river would be clogged with silt causing
grave repercussions for the local salmon
population, Smith said.
“If Death Road erodes into the Elk River

Bakery, and G Street Juice Bar. In addition

to monetary support, many of the sponsors
have donated their products or services.
The organizers of Reggae on the River have

it would take a long time to move the silt,”
Smith said. “This threatens to make salmon

donated tickets to their concerts, which will

extinct from the area.”
This first-time event will be part of more

than 1,000 other marches across the country organized by the National Park Group
designed to benefit local habitats.

be awarded to the person with the most

pledges.

Smith said people can pledge any amount
they want, but no pledge is required to par-

See March, page 15

By Peter Sciacca

behind Saturday's Renewable E
aoe
fe Se

Fair

eee etet ater mnetrats perrle
that they can use
of
stuck with nuclear or fea focl”
Welch of Redwood Alliance said.
“We also want to show people the various
environmental
products that are available.”
Booths set up by area businesses
will
have
an array of renewable energy equipSas

Scion

eee

il to sl

eared

np and

be

Aig
.
Some of the day’s events include an environmental clothing fashion show and work-

shops on recycling, solar energy and wind
One of the fair’shi

will be

curentne
Richard Peres edicorandipe

lisher of Home
tion for peopleeeupongos
i
their
ownelectricity. Perez will be speaking
about
the advantages,
both economical and envieat
it
F icine iieitbinieelcdiatidieeeas.
number of area bands will
on a

er

ea

We Ls

s

4

EY

a

Door-to-door environmentalism
the environment on Saturday

solar-powered
stage. Two of the headlining

acts are the Compost Mountain Boy, a blue. See Energy Fair, page 15
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Trinidad carpen
growth and may enter our jails and impact
our society later,” Peltier said.

@ David Peltier hopes

to give area’s homeless
children, families sense
of direction, community.
Or ee

for eight years. He makes his living as a

carpenter, but devotes 20 to 30 hours a week

to this homeless project. He is in his second
ect.
projn
for theio
year of promot
in our
now e,
rightat
“The need is immedi

ier.
Pelt”
saidy,
communit

roe

in par-pa
e,
g
wom
n
ed
i
yuh
d
n
a
s
ticular, whom he sees as the most vulnerable
focuson

Trinidad resident David Peltier wants to
create a “shelter from the storm” for the

“If we could break the cycle and get
homes stabilized we could reduce the long-

helpi

of sub-groups within the homeless popula-

tion, Sundara Farms, with the intent of find-

ing someone to donate a farm or a ranch to

help him fulfill his plans ofhousing about 15

peopleata time. The exact number depends

on the size of the property obtained and the
amount in donations and services received

“The plan is to promote self sufficiency, allowing for people to
en
mainstream into productive living ... the childrwe're
neglecting now may be damaged in growth and may enter our
jails and impact society later."

DAVID PELTIER
founder of Sundara Farms

e
farm.
The shelter would be a cooperativ

“The plan is to promote self sufficiency,
allowing for people to mainstream into productive living,” Peltier said. “The goal is to
work with the most functional and most
people and to get them off of
i
welfare.”
Peltier envisions a place where self reliance and working skills can be taught and
implemented. The farm would provide a
place where those receiving assistance could

grow their own food and take control oftheir

living environment.

In. the past, Peltier has focused.on the

problem of youth homelessness.
“My thought on it is that the children

we're neglecting now may be damaged in

“Up

to 50 percent of the women (which

the facility assisted last year) were homeless

said.
shes,”
as a result of battery situation

i
She explained
of staying with family and friends has been

exhausted and women, along with their chil-

_ dren, have no where to turn.

“A lot of the times women have to flee
with whatever they can grab. (In terms of)

solutely no resources. How do you even get

county.
letss
in Humbold
home

Peltier has started a non-profit organiza-

domestic violence which often results in
homelessness.

social

term

costs,”

Peltier

said.

s
of the sickness
symptom nes
is aess
“Homel
in our social structure.”

us to
ness
analogo
Peltier makes homeless

a type of osteoporosis that suddenly corrodes at the bones and structure but is not
seen. In this case the body that deteriorates
is our community.

Giving and getting back is also a cycle

which Peltier sees in the community.
“This is also a circular cycle that puts
everyone in better shape,” he said.

tion.

An organization that addresses the needs
of this group is the Humboldt Women for
Shelter, anon-profit organization whose staff
is backed mostly by volunteers.
“When we think about people who are
homeless, we really don’t think about the

a motel room?”
online
r crisis
ti
a 24-hou
has za
The organi
at 443-6042 that operates everyday of the
year. It also provides emergency shelter for
up to 45 days. The group helps women
hook into social services and becomes ings
if women
volved in the court proceedin
feel the need for support.
Though theintent and the effort of groups
like this and people such as Peltier do touch
s0 many people, the need never decreases.
“The community isatasaturation point,”
Peltier said. “We want strong business sup-

port, but there is only so much that the
profit.”
it
non- y
un
to every
can give
comm

Peltier is in the process of getting the
word out ona World Wide Web page. Heis
looking for someone who has computer

women and children,” said Kris Huschle,

skills and access to a computer.

sources. There is also an additional need of

P.O. Box 2141 Trinidad,
6655 or writote
Calif. 95570.

program developer. “Because of this, they
often have trouble hooking into certain resafety and confidentiality in these cases.”

Anyone who wishesto donate services,
money or a farm can contact Peltier at 441-

Huschle works with women dealing with

Peltier has worked in Humboldt County

theyack @axe. humboldt.cdtu
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THANKSGIVING
CorreeCo.
Specialy coffee
POSHONS SHOE

1972. Featuring

&

a

| NOW open (from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.)

in the Sunny Bree Shopping Center
across from Murphy's Market

10% eff if you bring your owe mug!

*
|

fall line of espresso drinks
% pastrics %
Fd

frosh roasted coffee

ae

*

Now

Serving

with

leave with a brilliant
project.

Full Color
_| Prints
at $1 .96 from our

Apple Gis tacteornesinine ot
gives your project
the
—
professional edge you need.

1618 G Street, Arcata 822-8712

202! Sth Street, Eureka 445-3334

ne

Your
branchofiice

2»

ee

Open 6 a.m. to midnight, Everyday

Se

Feo
We'll match your qualifications with o
database of 300,000 non-government funding sources.
We guarantee a minimum of 6 sources
that you are
qualified to apply for or your money back.

Arcata veibdeete make noise

Don’t delay... get the money for education which
you don’t have to pay back. Call or write us today
—
for an application.

Cosmo Kuzmick, co-writer of the referendum against the noise ordinance,
said he believes the ordinance is “oppressive and ridiculous.” Kuzmick and
Kevin Johneon, referendum author and co-owner of Solutions, gathered

more than 1,500 signatures and submitted the referendum to the Arcata City

UMAR & ASSOCIATES
24650 Diamond Ridge, Hayward, CA 94544
1-600-466-8222 Ext. 4416

Council on Wedneeday. Council members will be reviewing the referendum
te confirm all petitioners are registered Arcata voters. The council will
present the referendum for discussion no earlier than May 1.

Quality Service 1g
Free alteration’ aS
| Quality clothes

ie
best

ow

p@tk¢/mud/grass
Pts

sand/et<

124 Second ae

(707) 443-9384

Eureka, CA 95501

445e3155
OPEN SEVEN DAYS
“For Musicians ...
By Musicians”

Polly Klaas trial to
begin this week
were

to fin-

ish selecting
12 jurors and five alternates Tuesday for the trial of
Richard Allen Davis, the man ac-

Tire-burn test

decision —The Blue Lake
Commission scheduled an-

other meeting for April 29 at
6:30

p.m.

to

cused of ki
and killing
Polly Klass in October
1998.
Opening statements will immediately follow selection
of the jury.
Davis has pleaded innocent
to all
A judge moved the trial to Santa
Clara County from Sonoma
County last year because he said a
fair trial would be impossible.

discuss

Ultrapowers's application for
a 90-day permit to bum used
tires for
Residents of Blue Lake,
home of “sea air and sun-

5953 to sign up for the tours.

Council to continue
annexation talks

shine,” oppose the idea because they fear emissions
from
the tires will pollute the air,

_The Arcata City Council will

water and land in the valley
and cause cancer in peopleand

City

the council will not make its final
decision tonight and that she
doesn’t know when the council will
take action on the proposal...
Many residents oppose the annexation because they want to save
Arcata from large land development projects.

Police
seek marbleshooting vandals
Police are i
drive-by marble
in Arcata
late Monday night that left windows
ofcarsand businesses with damages
in the thousands
of dollars.
The vandal shot glass marbles
with a powerful slingshot along

Police are looking for this man in connection with
an attempted rape near Foster and Alllance Thureday.

Police investigate

attempted rape

acted

tall with a thin build and long,
ing a
light colored, butdirty,

cap,

Old Arcata, GolfCourseand
Janes
roads and Valley West and Down-

Police are looking for a man in
connection
with an attempted rape

and fingerless wool gloves.

town between 10 p.m. Monday
and 6a.m. Tuesday. Anybody with
information should contact the
Arcata Police Department
at 8222428.

at Foster Avenue and Alliance
Road near Janes Creek on Thursday at about 3:15 p.m.

Anybody who was in the
vicinity at the time orcan positively identify the gerpect

The man is described
as white,

in his late 20s to early 30s, six feet

should contact APD.

— compiled
by Alex Woodie

| March.

a

sania

;

14

ticipate in the march. He said because it is the

event,he

hopes to raise at
No oneoh ole

$200 in

cgned

for

the march, however, there wll bea

meeting
Friday in which
will have the opportunityto
out more about the event. If you

areinterested
in attending the meet-

ing or

ing

Doug

for the march,
call

at 826-7775.

LUMBERJACK
ON LINE

Here's fast-acting
relief bee
ti

ier

from the pressure of School! Graduating
Seniors dnd grad students
can get $4007

cash back*on the purchase or lease of any

ee

—
~~ O00L MEW Ford or Mercury.
“this includes the high-performance Mustang!

Call 1-800-321-1536 or visit our Web site

at http://www.ford.com. for the full story.

- @® Because Your Brain Doesn’t HAvE WHEE
LS. pee

yo

PETE

6466

60

BECAUSE SOMETIMES

WE RUN OUT.

¢
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Don't forget to vote!
INITIATIVES

EXECUTIVES
FOR EACH OFFICE)

(VOTE FOR ONLY ONE ee

CHARLES A. 8. DOUGLAS
KEITH G. WAGNER
FREIDAS. RAVASCO

LEGISLATIVE VICE PRESIDENT
4)

JOSHUA S. MEHLER

STUDENT AFFAIRS VICE PRESIDENT
5)
BEN WINKER

BEHAVIORAL & SOCIAL
SCIENCES REPRESENTATIVE

PAIGE BREDENKAMP

YES
NO

Should the chair of the committee be appointed by
16)
the Campus President

17)

|.

i

the Associated Students Council
ena

by

the Associated Students Council

Campus referenda on campus based fee increases should
be paid for through
20)
State support

22)

NATURAL RESOURCES &
SCIENCE REPRESENTATIVE

11)

Committee be chaired by a student?

Student fees

Campus referenda on student fees should be

ARTS & HUMANITIES REPRESENTATIVE

1085

th

advisory

23) binding

Funding for California State Student Association (CSSA)
Would you support having the voluntary option, at the

BRIANM.LOGAN —.
CHRIS
PANOS NOUTSIOS

UNDECLARED

)
15)

21)

THADDEUS RICHARDS
JESSICA SHADIAN

9)
10)

=

19)

(VOTE FOR NO MORE THAN TWO REPRESENTATIVES. YOU MAY
VOTE FOR COLLEGE REPS. IN YOUR COLLEGE ONLY)

8)

—

Should the students on the committee be ie
18)
the Campus President

A. 8S. COUNCIL COLLEGE
REPRESENTATIVES

6)
7)

Fees

student majority?
12) YES
13) NO

ADMINISTRATIVE VICE PRESIDENT
3)

Based

Should the Student Fee Advisory Committee have a

PRESIDENT

1)
2)

Campus

REPRESENTATIVE

time of registration, to provide$1.00 of suppoforrt
the

scamenade Sonwying and advocacy efforte.<¢ Una Sammmenie
_ State Student Association?

24)
25)

YES
NO

BRIAN VERNOR

and Psychological Services

If the Counseling and Psychological Services were able to
offer 3-5 sessions, would you utilize these services?

There's
still time
to be a write-in candidate.

|

26)

27)

YES

NO

.

—

Write-in candidate deadline is

Friday, April
19 at 5 p.m.

Come by the Associated Students fér more
nereyrion.

826-3771
Ethnic Studies at HSU
Would you support an increase in the availability of
Ethnic Studies classes?

30)

YES

31)

NO

Should HSU have an Ethnic Studies major?

$2)

“WANS

IRENE

S WUTIRUTING
CIUG AURAL UTIA UMANIIN

21494

YES
NO

im
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North Coast Ro cks: And rolls and shimmies

to the delight of geologists
@ Scientists are

in the
world,” said Phil
seetiediac st dinearmy corps of

6.9 (on the Richter scale) and cost
Southern Humboldt County $61

Gram ‘ a

land

‘ ors who who also build

159 homes
damaging 150 besinesees"he

aman

seism|

—

le

active

eagle and

Fairhaven
Jetty.
Aseismograph

in the world.

is located on the

second floor of Van Matre Hall Ie
" on the forefront of earthquake

Chenard

ee

etection because

————

adc nig

J

it registers seis-

ete

eon
Scotia, Ferndaleand Petroliaare

seismo

ee

each

fan
an
month

perched atop one of the most
Siecle tes colic = sore
seismically
active regions in Cali- ofthem.
—
forniaand the world, anarmy corps
“One just needs to reflect back
engineer said.
.
tothetriooftemblors
i
“Weareluckytobesittingabove on April 25and 26 0f 1992. Those
one of the best sites for
quakes measured
between 6.0 and

ee

116 inju-

Tis dlcthartea Focal
penchant for quakes and
McCracken,
a 40-year veteran of

veyors from all over the world,
McCracken said.
“Itis Southern Humboldt’s
version of the San Andreas Fault
ree

“Humboldt County is a unique

HSU geology Professor Lori

See Rocks, page 20

r agrees.
Dengler, instructor of the class

the A.C.E., said the recent swarm

of quakes served as a sort of curi-

ous attraction
to geologists from
all over the world.
Atleast five different
quake zones
are in this region. But one of the
most

areas lies just

offshore of Cape Mendocino
in an
area called the Mendocino
Triple
Junction and it attracts a lot of
attention
from geologists and sur-

Steel and concrete to help
reinforce the Jolly Giant
Chama
enae —————
In a CSU campus study, seven
HSU buildings
would be at riskof
7Sonncnar™ major earth-

Work is progressing rapidly to

retrofit, or strengthen, the build-

ings against a major earthquake

saidKen Combs, directorofphysi
cal services
at HSU.
Some of the ee
have

fare well in earthquakes,
Combs
said.
The Jolly Giant and Griffith
Hall are situatedon
creeks and loose soil, which com-

plicates safeguarding them.

calier.‘L.
shape. which doss ot

‘The J’ is a real p roblem. The
back of the

HumboldtCo. has its fauits
ae

clea

suueacdee ™

- | most seismically
active regions on

_| the continent. For example, during
-| the week of April 4-10, several
~ | quakes
shook the area. On April

| 5, @ Quake measuring
3.8
® ccourred on the Mendocino Fault

| about 60 miles west of Cape
- | Mendocino.
There was also a

“So this part here (the front)
Saree
ae
ioe

nce

i

magnitude 5 or

79

Earthquakes are measured by magnitude numbers 0 through

on the Richter scale.

Humans don't normally feel earthquakes which register lower
than magnitude
2 on the Richter scale.

greater since 1900, said Kathy

Moley, of the Humboldt
Earthquake Education Center.
She said, “We average an earth-

| | Cluster
of temors ranging from 2.5

quake of magnitude
8 or higher

1 to 3.5 on April 4 and 5. This five-

every 300 years. The last one was

16 miles southwest
of Eureka, near
_ | the mouth of Humboldt
Bay. It is
estimated
that there is at least one
| felt” earthquake
in Humboldt Co.

The fit phase of che plan 4
remove
areas around

completed.

hazards” from the
‘ me ee So

risk of falling onto a

taken
away from 30

poseda
bui

Three plates, the North America Plate, the Pacific Plate and

the Gorda Plate, make up one of the most seismically active
areas in the country known as the Mendocino Triple Junction.
The 1994 Northridge earthquake,
the most costly quake in the
States ($20 billion in damages),
measured
7.5 on the Richter scale.

was

_ Combe said.

J and the East Gym are scheduled
to be retrofitted
with concrete walls
and steel reinforced columns.
Three sides of the foundation

of the J will be surrounded
with
concrete and steel to add support

ee

on
is
scheduled to be finished by the

end of the summer.

. The West Gym, the Theatre
Arts
and the Field House
willbe
later. More studies are
to access
the kind of
work needed,
Combs said. -

“We're not trying to protect
buildings,
we're trying to protect

The Alaska Good Friday earthquake,
the strongest earthquake
in American
history, measured magnitude 8.4 and destroyed the town of
Kodiak, Alaska, with a 50-foot tsunami.
The largest of three tsunamis which drowned 29 blocks of

Crescent City after the Good Friday quake was 29-feeth high.

Twenty-five percent of all recorded seismic energy relased
in California occurs at the Mendocino Triple Junction.

N-;oe

088 Pereta earthen

enrene

GIN

The Richter scale was invented in 1935 by American

seismologist
Charles F. Richter.
The deadilest recorded earthquake in history struck China

on Feb.2, 1556, killing 830,000 people.

See Giant,
page 20
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A lab rat speaks
Experiment spins for a cure

‘;

Ale Bin

e
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~

» sere and ogsgre sieges
‘ Te
#20° Yeers Experience - -'.

@ The prevention

2

of motion sickness

is : .

is critical to those
who work on the
sea, in the air or in

107)825-7587. +:.."°
DBud- - Practitioner of Tattce Artisiry -

ee

space.

* Macintosh
Rental - $10 per hour

eS

¢ B/W Laser Prints - 50¢ each
¢ Full Color Prints - $1.95

¢ Scanning - $5 per scan
Fonts
¢ 155 Available

+ Full Serve Laser

With electrodes attached to different parts of my stomach, I care-

tc
.

Types t ing

fully maneuvered into the chair,

ern,
Coeeeeeeen

got comfortable and prepared to
get sick.
I had volunteered
to bea lab rat

10%Not Student
Discount with Student LD. eS
valid with other offece, postage & slapping services.
Open 7 Days

16th & G St
ARCATA
822-8712

kinke's
the copy center

in a motion sickness experiment.

I thought it would be fun and in-

Open
7 Days

I had to sit for eight minutes in

the barrel while it was stationary.

That was the easy part.

an kei
Then I had to drin

activity
tes,
Within 10 minuthis
hit the top three on my list of things
gd
tat
aoe

as the stripes

Disneyland.

nyse

to

a

vertical,
black and white stripes.

“This should be a snap,” I

though. Then he tbe ben

back again. My
McVicker
attached electrodes to my midsecti
and on
after
aan
were all workin theroomwith
anata

Every two minutes she asked

started
to sweat and
I started
to feel un-

research assitant

comfortable. My
stomach was the final protestor (I

insideshed

didn’t toss my cookies) and soon

7

ap

time

nf phage

out
all the
pater cr

periments. I was very surprised
when McVicker called and asked
if I would participate in the experiment.

Ah, 20 quickly we decide to

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Now

Onen7

experienced
8.9 on the Richter

Then McVicker
asked me if I'd
do it again in a couple of weeks. I

heard myself say yes.

ness. She was looking
for subjects
I fill

The first eight minute sequence,
McVicker explained, was a baseline reading. It showed what your
guts were up to when you felt calm.
Mine were pretty
calm.
ae
was taken
while
barrel was spinning.
There was a big difference. My

people to get seasick?”
KELLY MCVICKER

questionnaires on motion sickfor an experiment.

printout
from my electrodes.

“Is it okay for me to dsk

the experiment came to an end.
Sort of.
ye

me to

another room and showed me the

ta

my shoulders
and was snug. The

around
the chair.
The tube hung down around

part vie uoue as : as
she remained completely honest
with the test subjects.
“I realized that I’m dealing with
and honest
at all times,”

"hae my head
began
to protest. I

I was sitting in a chair inside a
barrel-like tube which was sus-

with it.”

McVicker said.
I slid out from under the tube
and felt like I'd been one-to-many
times in or, oan at

pended froma wooden frame built

esting.

and I

people and that it’s crucial to be

me, “Do you feel dizzy? Do you
be a headache? Do you feel
war
Are m?
you feeling nauseous? How
does your stomach

teresting. OK, maybe just inter-

Sth
& V St

into the water before we re"t know how to swim.
ar

and she said it was a big compli-

- Later that day, I developed an
outrageous headache and my

ment to be asked to help with this
experiment.
She wasn’t, however,

“Is it OK for me to ask people to
get seasick?” McVicker asked herself. “It was an ethical problem

Par

:

davsaweekat 7:00am

CLIERRATION

a

Presents @

IDING

,

APRIL 21, 2-5 PM

$5.00

One pintofSteelhead Pale Ale or Red Sky Ale
or
wine,soft
drink, coffee

inSunnyBraeCenter

822-3276

FOOD SAMPLES
RECEPTIONS
@ CAKES @ DRESSES @

RINGS @ MUSIC

MENUS & BOUQUETS & HONEYMOONS
@ VIDEO

FLOWER

ARRANGEMENTS

@ INFORMAL MODELING
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Internet technology

19

Classroom instruction soon to be online
ms Classrooms are

already being wired
for multimedia

—

ee
i

Speaker, CDC coor-

a

The fee was

dinator, said courseware
could include $-D animations, video clips
and even virtual tours where a stu-

2°

vote last
approved

dent could move through a virtual

world, such as a museum or forest

The Power Macintosh lab in
Founders
Hall and a Pentium lab
under construction in Siemens

(real world

rch

), but to

‘ak
buy.
That could be in the future for

—

not

“This is not meant to replace

a new semester
and no

by HSU

by the CSU chancellor.

path, from a desktop computer.
Andrew
|. Jones

saree

amty

$1 machine
lab to one
fit ng 42.
Classrooms
are also being
wired to the campus network,

aeo

dollars” from the

said.

chancellor's office. The money
came from CSU's general fund and

“Tangent is hatlag a Web

covers what HSU would have re-

ceived if the technology
fee was

aeeneene

allowing teachers
to make Web

ight projector.
are scheduled to be
in classrooms

some students as electronic re-

sources
enter the classroom.
re

,
technology, like the World Wide

“Humboldt prides itself on low student-foculty
ratios. | don’t anticipate (on-line materials) to
change that fact at all.”

Web, into their courses,
the

Development
was established
this semester.
A staff of 15 students,
ranging
ome. rns ero
Ree

JACK TURNER
Courseware Development Center

mers, are

ware” for interested faculty in

The figure is based on HSU

Siemens Hall 119. Coursewareis

Cannon

said

the remaining

money
not spent
on the labs will
be used in other

technology

related areas.
Proposals for its

use are being

examined today
by a committee
which will recommend
action
to
Alfred

teaching material, such as a
professor's lecture notes, pre-

Bookstore computer sales and a

sented in electronic
form.

percent of new students entering

Guillaume,vice president of Academic Affairs

Many students’ expectation that

labs will be hindered by more than
purchasing costs — floor space is

One class

Housing study that indicates40

the residence
halls own computers.

uses
an on-

line “textbook”
the CDC is
developing CD-ROM. applica-

tions fortwo classes, but most pro-

CDC as faculty
silica, akties

cloned

However, additional computer

campus labs would quickly be up-

run on more
systems
like Pentiums
and Power Macs.
ar a constant problem. We
working against
des chbocliacmauaticiae: Turner

said.
Students
“might not be able to
do these things in the lab today,
but we'll be ready when the
equipment arrives.”

said about the CDC,

“basically it’s all (research and
development), seeing what can

be utilitzed
in the classroom.”

—
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© continued
from page 17

© continued
from page 18

geological environment and we

RE ERD

Beauty hides
bitter fruit

The information gathered from

don’t have any analysis
in writing

the experiment
and others like it,
McVicker
said, helps scientists to

to know how a triple junction behaves.”
“Any new information we are

and gravity loss during space

able to unearth is ground breaking science,”
she said.

cherry
Japanese
ornamental
The
trees (Prunis serrulate) located in front.
of Forbes Complex are blooming.
The flowers blossom in profusion and
are delicate pink in color and very
fragrant. The tree produces small sour
cherries that are inedible.
Their beauty is fleeting though as

Psychology Professor Senqi
Hu, is in charge of the experi-

So next time students
feel the

seismic sands move, they can add

ment.

the word lucky to all the other
words they usually express duringan earthquake.

“I see kids at amusement
parks
vomiting after they've been on
spin rides,” he said. “They eat
ice cream and other stuffand then

spring

blooms

they
go on these rides.”
There's
got to be a preventive

measure that can be developed
for motion sickness,
Senqi said.
Test subjects get a personal
insight into motion sickness.

“We're trying to understand —
motion sickness by looking at the
precondition of the stomach,”

Sengi said. “Test subjects learn
what causes motion sickness in
themselves.”

|

I’m just one of 14-test subjects
in the experiment and when |

think that I might actually be contributing something useful, the
discomfort
seems a little easier to

take. So in a couple of weeks I’m
going ‘round again in the barrel.
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Host

Drum:

British

Cathedral

Columbia,

Lakes

Canada

Location: Humboldt State University, West Gym
Master of Ceremonies: David Brown Eagle, Spokane Tribe of indians, Spokane WA
Arena Director: Art Martinez, Chumash, Gardnerville NV
Head Man Dancer: Monte Williams, Shoshone, Fallon NV
Head Woman Dancer: Rosanne Abrahameon, Shoshone-Bannock, Fort Hall ID

Head Teen Boy Dancer: Russell Boham, Little Shell Band of Chippewa, ArcataCA
Head Teen Girl Dancer: Willow Abrahameon, Shoshone- Bannock, Fort Hall ID

Saturday (Competition)

Grand Entry 12:00 noon
Sunday (Competition)
Grand Entry 11:00 AM

Fer mere information
Contact
H.S.U. Pow wow Committee

At (767) 826-4994

Open Grass Dance special

NO DRUGS
OR ALCOHOL

Miss © Little Miss
Humboldt State

_

taformation or

_ Craft Booth information
Contact

(707) 826-4994
2
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No, just Skankin’ Pickle
Dill, kosher or spear?
Days. Since then it has releaseda

r

;

third album, 1994's “Sing Along

With Skankin’ Pickle,” and con
tinued to win over audiences
with

their merciless touring of the
United States.

The band has recently released
aside-project
demo entitled “The
Green Album” on Dr. Strange
Records and plans to release anew

’
Jonathan Jeleel

Oe

————

ee

;

re

—_

-

album in the next six months.
Drummer reno

ine watching a band where.
sin econo Junior Fick

lls Phat g

reone didn’t

slip

sam

the

Se

Fragcucd,

and

bend

fat is also the title of

bith

a

thing in your drink. It’s inkint ere

Pickle,
the popular San

unk

Ee hip-hop

Riis

a"

Hogan imitad
No

cae

neers

tween which the trombor

ga de-

lbum

which, along

makin’

PickleFe-

varllematiegegrementioned

"Sing

Picke"do ’
unbandkhat wil ppc godAsIUVEkadepicting the Skankin
sp
Friday at the Arcata Veteranigiiniy,
one of
seeing

the Metro. ..-Pickle souind. Still,
le at s
et
are availab
Tick
ed in the baiid’s live sets is the only way
n’
last appear
Pickleki
Skan
;

Arcatamore than three years ago at

See Skankin’,

thenow-defunct HSU Lumberjack
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Departments to present
collaboration in ‘Legends’

CR professor reinvents
Hermetic Science

April 18-20, 25-27
Van Duzer Theatre

By Jeckeon Garland
GRAPHICS EDITOR

Don’t look for the musical trio Hermetic Science in any books about al-

18th.

Theatre starting
star i

Van

result of a

“Legends and Visions” is

collaboration between the dance and the

cone crunentntser inthe

other
ments come together every
on a show.

iecs

Each

will

a

—_—

which range i

Phys Dance students rehearse “The
two
which
Sketch,”9
come to life.

six

It’s Gonna Take a Supermanto

Feet.”
My f
Of

“It’s one of those evenings

to 15 minutes long, but Tonos

thedistinctionbetweenthe

isn’ta big

twode

[T'S ON€

deal,Flewston aresi. similar evenings
know whether you're
eee aoe on ora
theater piece,”
pp
said. “But we

that, if you were sitting there

and didn’t like one of the

that, if

tha, if YOU

were sitting

and so you may not even

Me

there and

a moment
,
just waites
piec
willebe

and ther
completely

different,

Hewston said.
The student performers
came up with the ideas for
the individual sketches, with

didn’t like one of the

pieces just wait a

“Wonder
of ,”ion
ept
excDilemma
there will theWomans
and nt
care, as long ss you mome
which
don't it.”
“fit

loo

in

defend

gal

the

ora myth

——

sketches range

old legends, such as “The
” which
Lady of

goes back to

completely different.

«

SVL HEWSTON

physical theater instructor

Sievers, the other co-artistic

director and teacher in the

ee

theme.

eae aati

legends

ad

and Visions runs

modern at the Van Duzer Theatre. All shows start at
day, to 's
Arthur

‘onderWoman'sDilemma:

8 p.m.

ph we

chemy.
While the group takes its name from
the primary chemistry of the Middle |
Ages, it doesn’t claim to be able to turn
base elements into gold. What it can do,
however, is blend elements of classical
music, jazz and rock into a sound which
andHermeticSci
marimba.

hich was

founded

Eureka resident and Colby
musical instructor
lege of the Redwoods
Ed Macan, will perform Friday night in
the Lakeview Room on the CR campus.
based on previthe title
Macan chose
:
:
ial
“When I was in grad school I took a
Theology and
class called ‘Cosmology,
in 17th Century England,”he
said. “It dealt with the developmentof
science from Aristotle to a more empiriAt one point, we di
cal science.

music. I also thought it was a cool name
for a band. Within the next 100 years, I
don’t think there will be another group
named Hermetic Science to deal with.”
of Macan
consistsic
Scienceet
Herm
on vibes, marimba and piano, Donald
Sweeney on bass guitar and Michael
Morris on drums. Both Sweeney and

Morr
are CR is
students.
“] wanted a group that would draw
,”
primarily upon music studentsMacan

what's called hermetic science, which

deals with alchemy and the like.
science) was an intellec“(Hermetic

See Hermetic, page 24
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1731 G St., Arcata

in Se-

intense passion for the issues

mrnramicn

was to break
out.
“Gato Negro” provides
some
start rhythms, furious drums

on “Rosle
Se
ee

The star told CBS that it
was time to end “Murder
She Wrote” after 12 seasons,1 1 Emmy nominations
and four Golden Globes on
May 19.

and guitar and loud
and reverb. “Rest
and “Disillusion”
perenne

-

distortion
My Head”
are great
ae

Thisalbumisnotforthe

weak

a slower beat such as

¢ Next to Subway

“Deep In the Heart” and “Sore
Subject.”

;

— Carrie Bell
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“‘Toall the sane who think the press goes
too far sometimes, consider the alternative. .
Gs,

for iam

(Giveenn MB Sentence
. Democrat member of the House intelcommittee
has criticized Mrs.
sentence as too lenient, but
defended the plea bar-

TT

—

at heart although some songs

See Hypepage, 23
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Singer Selene Vigil has an

. |) meee.
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ieee

st

Cheeni
punk flavor.

told Entertainment
Weekly that it
was time for “a
of .
direction
in his
musical life.’
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ama

Gavin Friday
Bie FE agcragd
guitar
are evident in all 10 of the infectious selections.
Unfolding in common time (4

_ beats per measure), each cut is
buoyed by the instrumental
wis-

oe

ee

oo

Manningon
palmas
darbuka
and timbali drums.
A canny melodist,
Cook flexes

dn, Carag int

his musical muscle with stints on

but it will grow on you like cheap
beer.
It utilizes the vocals of Scottish

and
the djembe drum, synthesizers

the palmas
as well.

bur

_

CD

ibiic deadiacot tei.

This
is a strange
mix of
Nick Cove, U2's later years,
Leonard Cohen and Malcolm
Maren
et something

original. Maybe it is the eerie
that make listen-

maybe it is the sporadic
tempo
changes between songs or the

voice wavers from melancholyto

cryptic lyrics.

pop sexiness.
Butch Vig, famous

own. “The

melody that should champion
wide

Smashing Pumpkins and Sonic

grammed

beat and repetitive

commercial appeal. Most other

cuts, however, embark ona rustic,

for producing
albums by Nirvana,

Youth, gets in front of the sound

board as the band’s drummer.He

sound
isalso in charge ofloopsand

“Shag

Tobacco” is

The title cut, “T:
it’s sibling, “Orbit,” are cast from
the same mold and feature a Pro-

cool kid Shirley Manson whose

about

Each song has a mind of its
Slider”

has
one writ-

ten line — “Have you ever see a

woman coming out of New York

City witha frog in herhand?”—
and sounds like the CD keeps
to be the best track,
speaks of love as an amphetamine and is in the same vein as
Cohen's “First, We Take Manhattan.”

G

wrNot My Idea”
"Dortloktrchaabmta che
up about life. There is a lot of
Saas about horrible lov-

pce

hte

ert
a Bc
nt
gramming
to go around as
as some interesting
samples and
plenty of pop-culture refer-

ences. The use of multiple lay-

a

— Carrie Bell

April 23, 24, & 25:

MEET
the
CANDIDATES

C
WEDNESDAYS.
50¢ Beer

—

FRIDAYS

Progessive Starting at & p.m.

THURSDAYS
TEQUILA
_ Well Shots $1.50

Cuervo Shots $2.00
Margaritas $2.50
“Tequilae/OJ $1.50
Cuervo/OJ $2.00

|

SATURDAY

Well Drinks
$1.00
Progressive starting at 8pm

ey

865 9th Street © 822-2302

ier

Please don't drink and drive «No one under 21
ae
ain
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Hermetic
© Continued from page21
also perform both marimba
sicians
in the academic world.
and piano solos.
Sweeney and Morris will
. There’s. not much room for
exploration and creativity in | both be ‘leaving CR after this
music departments today.”
semester to seck music deThe trio gave its debut per- grees, elsewhere. Macan nevformance live on KHSU last ertheless hopes to keep Hermonth on the eve of the Red- metic Science alive and well.
“I'd like to keep the trio
wood Coast Dixieland Jazz
Festival. Friday’s perfor- active using CR students” he
mance will contain original said. “The music is really decompositions by Macan anda manding, so I’m not sure if I

“Dill Records has been around

ships available for young mu-

collection of jazz standards.
“My original pieces, which
will make up about 40 minutes of the

ee
in the progressive
rock, fusion and
modern

classical
music

styles,”

can, but I’m hoping it will
continue.”
In addition to its perfor-

mance Friday

Within the next 100

years, |. don’t think there

will be another group
named Hermetic Science
to deal with.”

ED MACAN

=

Her‘Seluuee

can

also

be

heard live on
-KHSU at mid-

night on April
27. The group
will also perform on May

11 at the Agso-

Hermetic Science ciated
StuMacan
dents Arts Fair
said. He
on the CR campus. Macan
cited classical Indian music
said he is trying to line up a
as well as Arabian and other
Middle-Eastern musical styles show in the Kate Buchanan.
Room before the semester
as his influences.
Macan also said about 30
ends.
For more information
minutes of the show will be
about the performance, call
devoted to both °50s “cool

the CR music pene
jazz” pieces and some “Latin
jazz” standards. Macan will 445-6838.

at

we a poe Oo
SE
be
bepower to have other Ee

cause they've called us,” Nylander

style

casional Hulk Hogan routine as

said.

“We usually have similar

of music, although we like to

well.”
as e
uc
styles
od
other
intr
ck,
Slapsti
Label mates include

‘MU 330, One Eye Open, and the
Janitors Against Apartheid. The
label is also an outlet for side

projects

ii

ou of “We just have a good time and try
” to get the crowd to go nuts, butin
Ny
uae
said ofthe a. good way.”

like lead
singer/

saxo-

_phonist

Mike

LARS NYLANDER

band’s
vaudeville-like
routine.

Park’s
Skankin’ Pickle ‘ Bruce Lee

Band.

“We just havea good time and try
to get the crowd to go nuts, but in
a good way. We don’t want a jockaan

a plethoraof,

formances a year and has played

venues as
the likes of

pas 15, 000 seats with
Primus, Bad

Religion, Zigey Marley, . The Dead

Nylander said today’s “third
wave” ska is growing more popu-

lar

'

“It’s definitely got a ways to go,
but it could end up as big as
grunge,”
he said. “It’s gettingmore.
popular than ever with bands like

(Eat Bay punk

out) Rancid

_ and the major labels are investing

wcoaady condi tes Alou
Although

Thy rly coma
te
band Seven Seconds.
All that time on the road seems

to be paying off. Besides favorable

—
ee

in Rolling Stone and
Music totter charts,

the way for tanta
burgeoning

Lt

such as those on the tnd's Dill
Dill
Records label.

Skankin’ Pickle has
received offers from major labels,
Nylander said he’s comfortable
with the band’s present situation.
“Ska is getting more popular
than ever, but we're not trying to
eAdiiidaeianhenasda en
here.
aa

now.

maWe're proud of what we've

got.”

:

like the

ies

caliber of

Stone Roses of

Sthave til managedes ldthees
sinoE fe ededeee 1989.

Unfortunately,
Ride's latest effort,

c

” is a record that not
to

sucks.

Louis Mihalka, D.C.
Licensed
Chiropractic Sports Physician
Treating:
esports injuries
eneck & back pain
estress alleviation
- eheadaches

770 11th Street ¢ Arcata ° 822-7044
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st Selection of NEW CDs
the North Coast

THeDEs &METATPERSO
858

G St

ARCATA: ON

THe PLAZA

Open 7 Days «822-9019
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MEMORIAL
DAY
WEEKEND!
Laguna Seca Recreation Area in Monterey
Music starts at 11am both Days

a

a

a

U., LOVE & OF LLIAL sy 18 @e

Dub Nation will play at a reggae dance party Friday at 8 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan Floom. The show is a benefit for KRFH and costs $6 at the door for for
those 18 or older or with an HSU I.D. Dub Nation, from the San Joee/Santa Cruz area, is a 10-plece band with a full horn section and Is touring in support
of its new album, “One Great World.” The band claims to have been inepired by reggae great Burning Speer.
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@ Softball sweeps
Hayward, Davis;
take over first.
2 Jeff Viera

ond behind Davis. The new
rankings,
which should vault HSU

into the top spot will be announced

The HSU softball team wentinto

the

, weekend
of its season
and confident
they could
beat UC Davis and Cal State
Hayward.
met
~ Itall came
as the ‘Jacks
emerged with
doubleheader
sweeps over both the Aggies and

Pioneers.
“We had a good week of prac-

tice,” first baseman Jennifer Fritz

Ifthe ‘Jacks win
regi
for the
third straight year,
they will travel
to Kansas for the national finals.
“We have been making
the girls
aware of what the nationals are all

about,” Fritz said of her and cocaptain Dawn Valenta’s attempts

to prepare the team.
In Sunday’s showdown with
Davis, the ‘Jacks pounded

the

Aggies in the first game 11-1.
The ‘Jacks lit up Aggies AllAmerican pitcher Gena Weber,
tagging thejunior for eight hits and

six
for clinching the conference
crown.
With six games remaining,
HSU
holds a two-game lead over both
Davis and Sonoma State. The
Aggies and the Cossacks face each
other today.
“Our goal is to win our next six
(conference games),” Fritz said.
“We can’t take anyone lightly. We
are looking for Sonoma to come up

and play us tough.”

The Cossacks
will be the "Jacks’

next conference opponents at an
April 26 home game beginning at

UC Davis.
Shortetop Heldi Lantry attempts to “turn two” in Sunday's doubleheader sweep of

1.p.m.
With the weekend sweep, HSU
to rebegan laying the foundation

runs.
Fritz and Valenta led the offen-

sive attack with two hits apiece.
Both of Fritz’s hits were doubles.
Valenta picked up the victory

running her record to 11-2. The

senior
from Atwater did not allow
an earned run and only allowed
four in her last 33 innings dropping her ERA to 1.23.

“We did a good job of laying off

Weber’s rise ball,” Fritz said. “She

didn’t strike many out with it.”

In game two, HSU took advantage of Davis’ fielding blunders by
scoring two unearned runs in the

third inning to beat the Aggies 2-0.

See Softball, page 30

if not the top
ceiving an invitation,

Former teammates playing together again

@ Softball stars |
Watson, Fritz |
reunited on field.

$

aa

ments.

Fritz is a two-time All-American
and three-time All-West region at
HSU. She has earned All-Confer-

Christina Rice

ence honors three times and holds

Two former softball teammates,

reunited at HSU, are now attempt-

1 RBIs.
This week she was named
Northern California Athletic Con-

ing to lead the ‘Jacks on the road
back to the national tournament.
and Jennifer
ey Watson

ference Player ofthe Week — based

Fritz, the ‘Jacks designated hitter

onherseven-hit, three-RBI, three-

eee

homerunsand28
has posted similar numbers hitting
.425 with a homerun and 28 RBIs
in leading HSU to a 40-8 record.

“She is a hitter and it was good
to see her again,” Frits said referas teaming to being reunited

Watson
tneyed
at
r Cour
gn
Desihitte

up of
ng
made
li
tar team
all-sel
trav

from Frebarsll
the best softplaye

mont. The team was coached by
Watson’s father and Jeff Fern, a

Watson went on to play softball,
at Ameriball ll
volleyba
andet
bask
nt.
Fremo
in
can High School
ane who attended ane
¢

W.

e

6

o
twice
made second team All-Metr

MOTI

LEO

LOI

ET

in both her junior and senior years
(91 through 92) and was the
school’s Athlete of the Year in her
senior year.

Schoo

Cn eso acin igh School
toman
her fresh
after en
in Sacram
year. There she was a four-sport
,
athlete. As a softball standoutshe

SOT Ta ESL

in last weekend’s

run

the team’s top two offensive threats.
Watsonis hitti
i

PE

Frits went on to play first base
for HSU and has since totalled a
long list of career accomplish-

each other “off and on at summerplayed”on
Fritz ts,
ball tournamen
the Blue Darters and Watson
played on Lady Hustle — both are
all-star teams from their respective

ieee

over Cal

and UC Davis.
State
Before coming to HSU, Watson
and her father would go watch Fritz
play when the "Jacks participated
in the Pioneer Classic, hosted by
Cal State Hayward.
Watson said she always looked
forward to seeing Fritz play.
After Watson graduated from
American in 1993, she played for
Chabot Community College in
nearby Hayward.
She said she had the best season
of her career during her sopho-

See Teammates, page 29
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Carrie |Mangiapane

Former Pac-10 runner making tracks

by pats —
The Pac-10’s loss was HSU's
senior Carrie
gain when hi
Mangiapane transferred from

Washington State prior to the

spring semester.
Now

is one of the

DROP-IN

RECREATION
HOURS

Throughout intramural el

SWIMMING/KAYAKING
Mon./Wed.
7-8am _—
and Fri.
12-lpm_
4-5pm
Tues./Thurs. Swimming 7-8am _
4-5pm _
Wednesday Kayaking 7:30-9pm
Sat/Sun.
Swimming 12-4pm

Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

VOLLEYBALL/BASKETBALL/BADMINTON —
NO DROP-IN VOLLEYBALL ON |
SUNDAY, APRIL 21ST
Sunday

sadatlanies
ceied Unchictoclestnogeiaay
to school without a

she decided upon Modesto Junior
At Modesto,

be-

came “a lot better and a lot faster.”
“I just matured a little bit,” she
an

Caria Wanglapane hen boon «van
che:

Badminton 2:30-5pm East Gym

Bring valid studentID

cuon the HOU wank

for Couch (Dire) Welt Carte

a
Arizona State,
niversity
of Arizona, HSU and

=...

fora few

“lt was the Pac10 and I liked

Steve

od to transfer
to the

Univecsy of Idahe i the tll ot
1995, intending
to finish his col- .
loge year in close proximity to his
"inten

impact at Washington

18th in the Pac-10 and
23rd in the

deci-

sion,”
i
he said. “I did miss dhe atof
Humboldt
but] didn’t

is rankiilin the top

uettncas: in fou events,
she is

ae 8,

~ Saag

a

the 5,000 meters,
where
second behind team-

mate Sara Flores and has posted a

egthe mn che bplansashde de
was a senior in

LOURNANMENETES

alleddenmera

“Steve always had

was recruitedby “quite
a few

Basketball 12-2:30pm East Gym

Volleyball 12:15-2:45 West Gym

ivena

school and

Steve was at MJC.

The
both

turned
out to help
and wife mentally.

“I¢ made me more focused and

stronger
positive attitude,” she said. “This

Wednesday, April17,1996

cae

oe

'

asa first baseman.

dint haue Cami
EAL
ip to Athens Universityin
Alabama.
After
spendig a semester
as, ds
she “hated it.”
Watson transferred
to HSU
this spring because she knew the
softball program was one of the
top Division
II programs in the

country.
Watson

said Fritz is another
reason
why she is here.

HBU, UC Davis, CSU Chico, CSU
Hayward, CSU Stanisiaus
and SF State
at Bakersfield Touament

“(Frits)
is an
inspiration,” she
said. “She pushes me to do better
— kind of like my reality. She’s
blunt. She brings something
out
inme.”

10,000-meter

2. Akdnehe Paige (Cril)-11.10
3. Sandy DeBarberl (Cii)-11.14
enG-uater

1. Jos Waters (HSU)-22.06

2. Tony Jones (SFEU)-22.15
3. Erle Scott (HSU}-22.50

3. Chis Odgen (UCD}-1:55.79

3. denon Droseler (HBUPS1:23.00

1. Ro Andereon
2. Brent Butler (SFSU}-3:56.35
8. Eric Ricketts (Chi}-3:56.64

1. Brent Tocher (H8U)-18:07
2. Jeremy Alen (SFSU}-18:08
8. Eric Thompson (CHi)-15.16

00)-ieanie

Sytner
:
1. Joo Waters (H8U}-48.40
2. Jeese Guerrero (SFSU)-49.64
:

awarded All-American honors

1. Peter Fain (SFSU)-1:53.90
g
1. Eric Ricketts
2.C. Clart-Thompeon (HSU}-1:58.13 2. J. Bustamante (STAN)-31:00.55

1. doo Waters (HBU)-11.08

ta
oes

more year at Chabot and was

Tia
Conference:
Week in
CSU Hayward at CSU Stanislaus
UC Davis at SonomaSt.

Sonoma St. 2-0 ve. CSU Staniealus (7-6, 7.2)
UC Davis 2-0 ve. CSU Chico (5-2, 7-1)
CSU Chico 2-0 ve. CSU Hayward (6-5, 2-0)
CSU Stanislaus
2-0 vs. SF State (5-1, 14-4)

100mmater

Cecilia Viegas (Sonoma
St.)

Bailing Averane
1. Andrea Ennis (Hay)-.455
2. Trigha Reinhardt (Davis)-.454
4. Jennifer
Fritz (HSU)-.425
4. Courtney
Watson (HSU)-.424

HOU 2-0 ve. UC Davis (11-1, 2-0)

Track Leaders

© Continued
from page 27

Jennifer
Fritz (HSU)

Sooras:
HBU 2-0 ve. CSU Heyward
(3-1, 5-1)

Men's

NCAC Plicher
of the Week:

NCAC Player of the Week:

18883287

SF State

ssesseser

~

orafiy

Teammates

1. Rilo Andereon (H8U)0:02.98
2. Deva Braden (UCD}-0:17.48
3. Evan Sjostrom (HSU)-9:19.41

No eee
he SRC SERIA
Res eae SSa

“When think ofsoftball
I think
of three people and she is one of
them,” Watson said.
The other two are Ella Vilche,
Watson’s
coach at Chabot, and

,

Kacie Ontiveros,
one of Watson’s

best friends and a former teammate.

“They could get me to do any-

thing on the ld,” she said :

‘1.400-hurdies
Bent Tocher
2. Andrew White (UCD)-53.32

Softball has given Watson an
outlet.

3. Robert Walling (UCO)-54.08

“I learned to balance my emo-

tionsby

taking

my anger
and put-

ting
it on the field,” Watson said.

a

A.S.
April

Elections are
23, 24, & 25:

VOTE

!f

eae
¢ 2nd floor of the "J"

.1

6.78 $1.50 $3.50 |

Miller Genuine
Draft

Red BeigiumAle $1.25 $2.25 $5.50 | }
Anderson Valley

° Disabled Studente Services
polls are open 9am - 4pm
(Library open ‘til 9pmTues. and Wed.)

LOOK FOR

VOTER'S
p.m.

Mon. - renee
.

Anchor Steam

glass

pint

$.75

$1.50

oe

pitcher

$3.50

$5.50
¢
$2.25

on

29

Sr

atson

a

off the

When
she steps up to bat, this

©" player play al

EA lot of tings go by in my
mind between pi
” Watson
said. “(When the pitch is released) my mind goes blank and
all I see is the ball.”
Fritz said she believes
Watson
filled a void in the team.
“We needed an extra dimension and she brought a dimen-

sion to our team we totally

needed,” Frits said.

Watson also has high inspirations for her teammates and
friends.
is to win the
“My main

Fritz,” Watson
national title
said.
Watson
said she believes Fritz
will receive her third All-Ameri-

can selection “hands down.”
“She's just phenomenal
when
she plays — youjusthaveto
watch

her,” Watson said. “People

like

her, they are winners.
deserve the best because they are

the best.”

| Guzanne's

FABRICS
Corduroy

$3.99/yar

anoorerttbonat

$000 Valley West Bivd.
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SzJeratn
est
The HSU’s women’ 's crew team
cia
to produce a —s
re
OTte |Slee Het
Heron Redwood
Sprints Regatta will be held this
Saturday
on Humboldt Bay. Races
begin at 8:00 a.m. A dedication of
the team’s two new boats will follow at Woodley Island Marina.
Spectators can catch the rowin

action from the Adorni Centerwi
the best vantage point being the
dock area near the gazebo.
The team will use the race as an
opportunity to meet and scout

Northern California schools for the
upcoming Pacific Coast Rowing
Championships.
Held May 11 andl2 at
Sacramento’s Lake Natoma,

the

Pacific Coast regatta is the final
and most important meet of the
seagon for most west coast schools.
“Everyone west of Colorado

goes,” Coach Robin Meiggs said.
Meiggs believes the Novice Four

boat had a strong chance of sucing

at the PCRCs. The team

will also be fielding a boat in the
Novice Lightweight Eight division

todefend
their title from the PCRC

last year.
“We've been steadily improving
all season and have battled for first
and second place at meets all year
long,” she said. “To place in the

grand finals at PCRCs would be
outstanding.”

Meiggs said such a showing
would also be favorable because
this season is the team’s first interoe season after more than
years competing
as a club team.
While the
d team still faces mainly
the same opponents and fundraises (to meet the majority of its
costs) the new designation
means

halftime paid coaching

rooms for easier traveling.
“We have a
gram,” Meiggs said, “With thiee
hovices in our Varsity Eight boat.

Other varsity programs usually
have rowers with high school experience.”.
Meiggs said this was
because rowing is one of the few
college sports that-can be joi
ned

. : :

learned
is discipline. Most rowers

||

with no previous experience.
“We have a novice p
where we teach beginners
how to
row, so they hopefully return as
next year’s varsity,”
she said.
One
of the biggest lessons
to be

start their grueling training sched-

ule in fall to correspond with the
distance rowing season, rising from
bed
at 5:30 a.m., four morningsa
week to practice. Almost every

weekend is spent traveling to re-

gattas all over the West Coast.
“During racing season, sometimes we're
if we row four
days a week because of all the trav-

DAVID KLEINPETERY LUMBERJACK STAFF

The HSU

crew team host ts frst ever Intercollegiate regatta Saturday

The rowing divisions are based
on the dimensions
of the boat or |

rowing shell, the number of row-

© Continued
from page 27

ers it contains, their weights and
experience
ienc
levels :
An “eight” boat seats eight rowers and a coxswain and is about
60-feet long by three feet wide. A

it didn’t last long. Jamie Peterson

The ‘Jacks only got one hit, but
hit a shot down the left field line

but was thrown out trying to
stretch the hit into a double.
~2Erin Raethke pitched
a com-

“four” boat is 15 feet and four rowers shorter.

game for the victory. The
pee pm

divi

the

i four hits

j cates tila

ien

best 19-3.

Peterson’s
first inning catch in
the first game of Saturday’s
doubleheader against Hayward
set the tone for the rest of the
weekend.
Facing the league’s top hitter,

Rowers less than 130 pounds
are classified
as “

Andrea Ennis, the senior crushed

a Valenta pitch toward

the

centerfield wall.
Peterson
ran back to the base of
the wall, turned and made a leaping catch and, from the momen-

tum ofthe ball, fell halfway over the

wall to take away a homerun.
HSU cruised to the 5-1 victory

as Jessica Rose won her eighth game
of the year. se *Jacks won the
second game
eicies Gitecondllens bine tn
six at bats in the double header.
Two of her hits were doubles. .
The freshman
from Livermore
also had two stolen bases and two

RBIs to go along with her stellar

Fritz finished the day with five
hits in seven at bats including a
triple and a double.
The senior All-American was

named NCAC

Player of the

Week.
HSU will
in the
Bakersfield Tournament this

will face tough opponentsin
Sate Dominguez
Hills and Hawaii-Hilo.

“Our perspectiveis togodown

win.”

Food, Beer, Wine, Pool, Darts,

Footba7 ll,
T.V.'s. 1 Big Screen

a SA dventures
EB. Glee
y

ah

there and win it,” Fritz said.
“We're playing really
well and if

forts, all less than 130 pounds.

S

Bay.

Softball:

eling,” Meiggs said.

Experienced rowers are
in the varsity class, while.
ners compete
in the Novice
sion

on Humboldt

Plaza ordinance necessary
The people who initiated and signedthe

petition to amend the Plaza noise ordinance
have overlooked
several important points.

First, what is of

partic

through his directive to his staff. Three days after the petition was submitted to the city
manager, I ask
himed
if his directive was a matt
of er
public record. He said, “Yes,

wae you like a copy?” I said, “Yes. Has anyone else asked you for one?” He said,
“No.

His directive is not only clearer than the text of the ordinance, but more lenient.

Between the hours of 7 a.m. and 9 p.m., the ordinance will be enforced ifa complaint

is made. During other times, police officers have the discretion to take the initiative and

enforce it before residents have to complain that they can’t sleep.
Brown’s interpofret
the ordinanc
is fair. No one can rightly accuse him or his
e on
ati
staff of selective enforcement. The people who drafted the petition have taken the
of context.
sections
object
ionoutabl
e
The ordinance does not prohibit music on the Plaza. The pertinent subsection cited
in the petition is subsumed by the preceding section entitled “Policy and Intent.” This

section encapsulates the spirit of the ordinance. You can confirm this by requesting to
read it at the Arcata Public Library or the city manager’s office.

Second, it seems that the petitioners can’t imagine a situation in which they would
want to have anyone be quieter. I remind them of the mean-spirited, fire-andwho commandeered the HSU Quad for three days last year.
brimstone
They used a PA system to nastily assert that God put women on the planet to serve
men and that the audience was a bunch of sinners who were going to burn in hell.

Without a noise control ordinance, they could do the same thing on the Plaza.
In fact, 1 could mount a PA on my car, drive to the Plaza and drown out drummers

with a recordingof Rev. Jimmy Swaggart blubbering about how he has sinned again.
Wouldn't it be nicer if everyone endeavored to be neighborly instead of defiantly
invoking their right to express themselves regardless of their impact on other people’s

rights to enjoy the Plaza?

I encourage everyone toread the ordinance and Brown’s directive. Otherwise, you'll.

be hearing from the Rev. Swaggart.

Yartzoff
is a Trinidad residentand HSU alum.

Where's Chrisman?

Columist’s disappearance provokes widespread apathy

- THE GHETTO — The illusive and often misunderstood “ iquid Lunch” col-

7
4/20 holiday.

in Ing)

Liquid
N@JG | Lunch
SAP

1. “Comfortable livi

for the chemically dependent,” Calif
Chrisman’s
father, ghetto real-estate tycoon and personal sidekick, gave his son a
ringing endorsement
for a custodial position until a more cerebral career-path
“Dave's the man for the job,” said the
elder Chrisman, whose

David Chrisman
myself
ing over my head. I’ve embarrassed

and my family solely for the entertainment
journalism department,

aoe.

readers.
“He’s been under a lot of stress lately,”
remarked one associate who insisted on

"He's boon worked ovr by ‘The Max

eee

He's ‘had enough, dammit’
Dies oot

dante bes eurely,

real name

play a little golf.”
Corker spsinniont wo Sis conten et
supporters, mney be omer
forestry majors from his lament, citthat
eclaien a
Oe
mt
about than
Chetenin has more t0
e

e

e

it

Wiehcotannstl of

is

Clarence. “His education at Humboldt

makes him a good candidate for a full-time

* Other than that, Chrisman's
suffering
GPA and his failureto si

up for the scho-

“David who? I’ve never heard of him,”

replied one student who appeared apathetic,
to say the least.
“I went out with that guy once and believe
me, he’s not all that,” offered one elderly

woman.

“Don’t bother me with that nonsense,

I've got forestry homework,” snapped a boy
as he sped away on
mi
in-line

“He’s the Unabomber,” claimed one
reader. “Look at how he writes, the people
he associates with.

He

must be the

ee
biology
was overcome
with laughter at the mention of the

need to
I really k
readers andjac
of Lumber

U

last week, reflected little support for the

columnist.
Tactical Search’ turns sour

Legal coneequences

While Chrisman's
attorney, who identified himeelf Se
ee

Fifth Amendment rights,
the pseudo-author fear an
action

“He hasn't exactly

ics

closeto
t oflegal

by the rules,”

center. “Forsaida
for
tunately for him he can file Chapter 11 and
—" the country, like Kane in ‘Kung

a short

Chrisman:

‘the university's ill-thought out bathroom

budget, it appears that Chrisman may be
spending the rest ofhis life as a maintenance

Chrisman
is a journalism senior
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| Letters to the editor €° =a
Diversity means more
than ethnicity

Students criticize The

+ ee

eee

Pete

ee
:

_

este ~ x

es
- _ ~
rarI

FL

Should a seven year old

be allowed to fly ?
“Under
supervision, yes.

The recent attention
given to the StuI am a member of the Paw Prints,
dent Coalition of Diversity and the
McKinl
Highey
School
vi
’s ll
newspaper.
e
—
ing lack of commitment to
Asastudent paper, we look to other newsdhs campus ha once again deme
papers in én area
0d for ideas, new tech“Whatis
es, et cetera to help us make our own
the best it can be. The Lum-

“If they are

properly

trained.”
ciation, Adal eaney Center at
Humboldt
and the Disabled Student Ser-

“I don't think so.
She needs more
knowledge.”

“There is no
way a seven
year old could
have the same
abilities as an

shri

didanudiceni.

Lan

eee

"Ther

eae

defini

that message was

catecastes

ne peeves

hada meg

but
atro-

cious mistakes. Sadly, I feel compelled to
reconsider
my good opinion of The Lum-

AGNES TUNG
English junior

“No not at all.
The pilot and
the instructor
should have
known better.”

Karin Gutiérres
McKinleyville
High School sophomore

Just because I am not part of an ethnic
group doesn’t mean I don’t belong to a
cultural group. As a member
of an invisible and often invalidated
cultural group
on this campus, I cannot help but feel
bitter and
when demands are
made by my sisters and brothers to
‘ethnic studies. I feel for them
How
do I fit in?
Here’s an idea: Why not create a cultural studies
which would inall cultural groups while still permitting students to concentrate
on a

ticular culture? For example, 2a ee
would declare this major and could havea

concentration
in queer studies. For those

aoe

youSaetemncet
are t

Why divide ourselves bert

of ehat-

Asa member
of the HSU Bhakti Club, . ever culture we belong
to when it should
I was recently interviewed by John
be time for all of us to unite? *
Conzemius for an article which
in the lastissue
of The
Sendra L. Newnann
concen
uachamnente Sees
psychology graduate student

UPD chief connectedto
underground surveillance
undercover

six

students li
ciao
ofmany
the trust ed
This action has violat
Despite the fact that this was the primary
thrust of my discussion with the writer, he

makes no mention of it, but rather
pre-

sents me as essentially critical and dis.

oe aetoki
tine ee
nn
d

Giendaoror mighbo
Doce dincr
nrmeas
*

missive.
Pve only
ete

wrarenne

ioe love II felt towardit,
I
lef ve Caholic chaach be’

per
(or
persons)i
. It is velikely this
( son
a
person
will not be the last such action taken
UPD under the orders of the new
Robert Foster.
scemieeaslerired inte Oulinte

cause I

not reconcile
its doctrine of

clloving ead alljust God. Therco ‘an
all-loving and all-just
ThereforeI
could not continue
the church’s
sacraments, because I
not manufacture remorse for
a position which

gol
ey exact
wnt wed=
onon te el
were™A hot ofthe
were sins I didn’t ¢

7may haveih trouble
attaking eenotes.mde
that he

of a

represents the

vinctaaetabas toners

acs
caked

the OPD, “ee

as “000 and

Sean
eee
with the FBI's counterin-

program (COINTELPRO) to

destabilize

the ‘ Black

COINTELPRO ron

St

Panthers.

eee

ency leads to ignorance and tragedy
Theotherday,IsaidIvotedforMichela
Alioto because she was pretty. Some

-year-old
girl died trying to fly her
plane in a hailstorm. No one would let
AZT

Jessica Dubroff drive a car, but appar-

ently it was OK to fly a plane in pursuit of
awo

°

Anillness is sweeping this country and

the diagnosis is

. People are

abandoning what

ty know tobe rightin

order to gain a

advantage.

protecting
their salaries, tobacco executives swear before Congress and God,
that nicotine isnot addictive. A Congress

dominated by lawyers ensures its livelihood by passing laws which guarantee

criminals
a lawyer while law abiding citizens die from lack of medical care. Less

ah "
|

thought my comment was funny, others
disagreed.

i

decide elections. This is the type ofends_justifies-m
reasoning the eans
tobacco exON
ee
a chance with his daughter's

life.

_ A coll
was eagu
not amused and
e ac- _ Jessica Dubroff may have died because
cused
being shallow is
for ca
seveut
iaieed
bathed Srteotaies shedfatherhiltand thebcemediavondideeb
ethan
than half the people vote because they're of what Alioto stood for. She said we she could have waited a day and flown in
either too lazy or rationalize thatitdoesn’t should elect officials according to their good weather. Jessica Dubroff, her father
do any
anymore. —
stand on the issues.
_and
her flight instructor died because ofa
But if you think the diseas
of expedie

I saidthatwhatacandidatethinksabout

ency comes on full blown, you’re wrong. _ the issues doesn’t matter if that candidate

nation that believes attaining fame and

money — at any expense — is justified.

It came on innocently enough for Jessica loses. I said what mattered was winning _If anything is to come of these deaths,
Dubroff when the media and her parents and thatinordertowin, acandidateneeds then let each of us stop for a while and
came to believe that breaking arecordwas twothings: Name recognitionandatonof think about what we're doing and the real

important to her — important enough to
take off under dangerous conditions with
possibly too much weight.

money. Alioto has both.
reasons why.
© Myargumentsounded good
at the time.
However, issues and not beauty should §— Kamm is a journalism junior.

College campus microcosm
for society’s values
Numerous letters appeared in The
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Lumberjack protesting Eureka’ re
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a true community (one that does pot exclude or mistreat its members) when our

P tical candidates
hare their wisdom

educational communities fail to demon-
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on this: issue?
Isit* only community
bers who have not yet traded passion
for power who can afford to make the

cad eocehaiicaneaae?
betweenjob loss

strate
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Due
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stain jobs as inferior or expendablefor
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tated by the affluent and by corporate
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HSU"s campus community is merely
a microcosm of our
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values. Many

last
Detober. WhenomitsI called
to ask why
Yakima’s
any reference to
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professors are more at ease manag-

ing properties, investments and vaca‘se
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munity and recycling go unchallengedit

PAcommunityshoullanewertheprac- _ Will mean fewer jobs, fuller landfills and

tical, cal
90

and

Seed

ce d ofits

md thes coquires
There is little
solidarity
between HSU’s

higher corporate profits.

change!

members ...no official pro-

tests
by the teachers’ union or a

presidentover

student

There are no coursesat HSU on labor

history, no student union that organizes

student

liberal arts
Clark is a 1982 seoideat.
greduate anda Eureka

fes.

Letters

no official protests

to

action
and no —«| continued
from page 32

forums to debate these is-

and other covert actions against com-

comnttaahettnna, wo sstome te

In the same Lumberjack
article, Foster

i

the —_| stated that one of his main actions as chief
totolerate

ofa culture that operates by

and for the affluent.
Ifyour teacher asked

was to address the issue of illegal drug
activity on campus. know I certainly

you to research the financial records of |= | much safer on campus knowing that I may

by spies.
in the HSU Li- —_| be surrounded
& campus corporation
to
Center,
brary, euch ae the University
beter understand how tens of millions
Robin Walker
to obtain is one way of
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GORGE

Clark

CCOree

terviews
dozens
were removed from Humboldt County to
Mexico by the Yakima company of
ans

:

DOr Se
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ere
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ED

CLASSI

Associated

Students

representative for, HSU
opinion

student

at a statewide

level.

basis
wo otner CSUtravelcampuses,
Contac

dive leaders, fitness counselors,
and
more.
Call
Resort

FAST

3600

FUNDRAISER—

Raise

$500 in 5 days — Greeks, groups,

clude, motivated individuals. Fast,
easy — no financial obligation
(800) 862-1962
ext. 33.

public information aspect of the
Associated Students, and serve
as elections commissioners.

need homeworkers/distributors
NOW!
Amazing recorded
message gives details. 814-489§404 Ext. 139, 24 hours.

Desire students with a strong

STUDENTS WE NEED YOUR
APPLICATIONS. The
Center Board of Directors is

interestin student affairs. Contact
Frieda Ravasco, A.S. President,
826-5415. Application deadline:

application addressed to Board

for student

Board

members.

Letters

of

Friday, May 3.

Chair Mark Patia at the University
Center Director's Office are due

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—

by Spm Wednesday , April 24,

Earn up to $2000+/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
yea
World travel.
&
full-time ect
available. No
For more information
call
971-3550 ext. C60473.
se

nga Tow

Over 400 companies

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages
required.
For
information call (206) 971-3570
ext. J60473
ae

ALASKA
Students

EMPLOYMENT—
needed!

industry. agate

Fishing

aegis

representing

telecommunications company!
Generate incredible income that
continues paying even after the

summer

months!

Serious

individuals call 822-4567, 9am-

Som.

GROW WITH US! Need Summer
cash? Eam great money wherever
you plan to spend your summer

vacation with top environmental
company expanding locally,
t California, andthe U.S.
Weare
energetic,

iuptienbien
ani managers.
sammanee
Excelient training, PT/FT, 2nd

cr

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
vere
een
a
sector grants & scholarships
now
available. All students
are eligible.
Let us help.

For more info. call

1-800-263-6495
ext. F60472.

$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
our circulars. For info call
301-306-1207.
os
SUMMER JOBS! Roughing it
Day Camp—a traditional
outdoor
camp in SF East Bay commitedto
helping ALL children grow in selfesteem. Hiring full season:
group
counselors;
instructors:

Arcata,

Eureka

—

Cargill Real Estate 822-

malin is

OPPORTUNITY!

Work part-time anywhere in US

two & three bedroom
units. Built-

Services 1-206-971Ext.R60472.
Sie

1996. For details call the Directors
Officeat 826-4878.

EXCELLENT

Waker biovdats University. One,

SCUBA

1-206-971-3620 ext. N60473.

EXCELLENT PAY! Homeworkers

year. Coordinate
and implement

worldwide (Hawaii,
Caribbean,
etc.).

Waltstaff,

needed!
TWO
PUBLIC
RELATIONS
Saemees
oe POSITIONS
906-87—$600 stipends per

level & career positions

and

Manila

relieves tension.
Massage
transmits
eaten tee

FOR SALE

SEA
KAYAK,
SAILING
LESSONS. Full moon and high
_ tide kayak events
$20. Used sea

Reidun ‘Gaon CMP 822-

-

new
parts
and
. Adventures
on the
bay. Hum-Boats 444-3048. s

.

NOTICES
HSU CHEER SQUAD will be

BUD's
YOUR

BRAND NEW 1000W HPS
LIGHTING SYSTEM. Horizontal
hood, specular insert. Comes with

Mylar and 20ib. CO2 tank. Perfect
for

indoor tomatoes and

826-1513.

Windows

BaRay
e

oe

3.1 and a 14,400 baud

822-0207, 7-Opm.
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Our Systems Managed Care Program,

increases
using factory parts, dramatically
performance
and longevity.

Factory trained technician
for
HONDA ° GM * TOYOTA

ae

Cars, Trucks & 4X4's Carb Overhaul

‘Fuel Injection Diagnosiss
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HAS
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ee
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—
jumping,
—

with the horse. School horses
available. indoor arena. Caroline
at Freshwater
Stables 826-1125.
STUDENTS—We have your
intemational ID carde—etudent

intemal fax/modem—both
for $175

73 VW SUPER BEETLE, yellow,
great shape,
$1500 OBO, call Ali
826-1689.
ae

Teacher native

adult;
dult;
begi nners,
Gressage beasdon

MICROSOFT
OFFICE PRO4.3for travels

diel

FRENCH
April oh ‘May 13,

for detalis! 822-8511.

having Spring tryouts
18 16. Por more info call 025-7068.

Ss

Used Macs

Available
now 4x6 to 10x10. Avoid
the rush; reserve yours now. Call

Church, 1761 11th St., Room7,
Arcata.
Letter w
3rd
Thureday. Call
for

Practice
AUTO WELLNESS

MACS

France, 25 years experience,
622-

Visa/MC

accepted.

MACS, MACS,

THE MASSES! Macintosh

GROUPS,

experience. $30 perhour. Salina
443-1912.

POR

bought & sold. Jim Elferdink,
677-

TAROT,
ASTROLOGY,
NUMEROLOGY READINGS.
RESOLVE THOSE BURNING
QUESTIONS!
25 years
Rain

MACS,

_ consulting
& repair.

kayaks,

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
meets ist
, 7pm Methodist

What can you do to get
300,000 miles out of your car?

)i

per year stipend.

—

available
Mexico,

ya

97—$1200

IN THE OUTDOORS—

RE
. 88

CALIFORNIA
STATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
REPRESENTATIVE FOR 1906-

WORK

rf i

OPPORTUNITIES

“s

ae
a.

“vee

p-m. to midnight
at Celebration

oer. dee
$15. aa 47e6

hosts he blues of resand
Trestor on
. No cover

charge. 822-5493.

a

Reiter, will be given4 p.m. Friday
in Science A 564.
e “Internet A La Carte: Edu-

¢ A walk on Humboldt Redwood State Park trails, hosted by
the Sierra Club, heads out Saturday. Meet at 9 a.m. in the K-Mart

Exp nea Collective.
i apenas ole Liv"+ Dub Nation and Upfall
Room,

Kate

hosted by KRFH610 AM. Admis-

sionis $6. 826-3257.

Pickle plays with
* Shankin’

Picks of the week

and viola recital will be performed

Re2 p.m, Saturday in Fulkerson

=e Hlall, Selections from Brahms,

Debussy and “Carmen” are feaeeAdmission is free.
Clan Dyken performs with
Upful Living and Catawampus
Universe 7:30 p.m. Sunday in
are $8
Tickets
Celebration
advance, $10-20at the door. 4458981.

by the Career Center,
will be held 4 p.m. Tuesday in
Nelson Hall West 232. “Resume

The Renewable Energy Fair runs 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday
in Redwood Park. Wo
dancers and

¢ Eureka Inn hosts the John
Raczka Trio 8 p.m. to midnight
Friday and John Racska and Sam
Maez Saturday in the Palm
Lounge. The Mike

9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Band

Friday and Saturday
in the Raths-

keller, No cover

¢ Humboldt Brewery hosts

Loose Cannen 9

and

p.m. Friday

Delphinium. Blue

on

Saturday. Cover charge is $3.
826-2739.
e The J
hosts Slow
Burn Friday the Hee Bee Gee

Bees on Saturday
and poetry of

sys
h Sunda
p.m. Thursd
througay

until May 11 at the Ferndale
Theatre. Tickets are
” a two-actor show

suspension
bridge engineer in Nepal, will be
in Sciheld 6-7:30 p.m. Tuesday
ence
A 564.

r fo for
charges; against her
Friday
abusive behavior,
and
at the World
Pre-

the British Isles,” a slide presen-

in Eureka. Admission is $8.

e “A Tour of the Gardensin

Saturday and 11 a.m. Sunday. For more information call
826-4994.

miere Theatre, 617 Fourth Street

Seas

On SAGs

with physical theater
and Visions,” a performance
“Legends
and April 25anid dance,
runs 8 p.m. Thursday through Saturday
For more
$3-6.
are
Tickets
27 at the Van Duzer Theatre.

AO ee (fl Se

aie

CALL

FOR

information call 826-5493.

) Work

e Deep Forest Pizza hosts Blue
Diamond Door 9 p.m. to mid-

5933.

cated” comedic play, runs 8:15

$6-10. For more informtion call
ea

Home Power

Native dance
The sixth annual Pow Wow and Social Gathering runs this
start
at noon
weekend
in the West Gym. Dance

e Café Mokka hosts Primal
Drone Society 8:30 p.m. Saturday. No cover
F529-2998.
night Thursday, Acoustic Gypsies 9 p.m. to midnight Saturday
and the soft jazz of Marimba Magic
7 p.m. Sundayin Blue Lake. 668-

“All in the Tim” a “sophisti-

o “Interviewing Techniques,”

Magazine is keynote speaker. For more information call
445-8981.

« A senior voice, horn, piano

jOn

by volunteers from the HSU Li-

Get energized
musicians will be on hand. Richard Perez of

Room at Woodley
Island Marina.

in Founders Hall 118,

8 p.m. Friday

in the

dayin tho Harker Deciectootang

will be held 7-8:30 p.m. Thursday

by the Commu-

Hall,

byG

shops
“River Night °96,”

featuring a slide show“ Phil
DeRiemer of the Chile Futalefu

ned Preservation, will be held 7-

dancing

6-9 p.m. Friday in

Founders Hall 118. A$5 donation
is requested. 825-7087.
The second annual Arcata Folk
Dance Festival begins 7:50 p.m.
Friday at the Presbyterian Church
in Arcata and 9:30 a.m. Saturday
at the Arcata Veterans Hall.

a

DATES

& TIMES

Pree refill with large drink
Weekend Matiness
$3 before 4:30
Movies change on Fridays

Broken

parking lot in Eureka with a lunch
and gear for the day-long trip. Call
442-1452 to sign up. Heavy rain
cancels.

John

12

Mr. Wrong
Down

Celebration Hall. Tickets are $5.

Bag
“Who Bombed
Bari?,”

a

presentation by environmental

activist Judi Bari, will be held

Kate

Buchanan

in the

Room.

Periscope

Sargein|
|Deity

MOVIES

Grab

7:30 p.m. Thursday

only

Jumanji

professio
nsnsio
with bridal
discus
at
Sunday
p.m.
als, will be held 2-5

Judi

show

Early shows only

ganza with informal modeling and

822-1070.

Arrow

Travoita

Monkeys

One

” a bridal extrava-

o“W

1 p.m. Thursday at the Arcata
cane s Hall. A "$4 donation is
requested. 826-5581.
¢ Intertribal Sinkyone Wilderness Council and the Round

Valley Traditional Dancers
present traditional songs and

>

a

A

in Bari’s vehicle
bomb
in 1990 and the Federal Bureau
of Investigation investigated her as
a terrorist.

Center

y J Activities

CALL FOR DATES & TIMES

Primal Fear
Richard

Gere

Executive
Decision
Kurt

Ruseell

Sgt. Bilko

The

Substitute

Oliver & Co.
Fear

Celtic Pride

TEED R PURO RRROROOROO ROR RORD OUR EOI ROSE EELS,

Srighenergy fan"?

gy

Saturday. There is separate
admission for workshops and
dance. 822- 8045
night ay
a Saturd

tation by Dee Daneri, will show at
i
ee vee
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Rent from

m. Cover

@
tigiahecbiesscndee
Bubbles Turn Sound Into

LOLS,
LOSSLESS U
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Lew

expect to arrive by

Admission is $2 Friday and $5
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Music

jerry Martien and Teelyn
aakewadlie pcg
t,
naa
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The largest source of fundingfor KHSU 905 FM is from listeners.
Pledge your support today.

Someone is waiting to take your call.

PRIVATE
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HOT

TUBS
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